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1 A MOTION accepting the mental illness and drug 

2 dependency fourth annual report, in compliance with 

3 Ordinances 15949, 16261 and 16262. 

4 WHEREAS, in 2005, the state Legislature authorized coWlties to im lement a 

5 one-tenth of one percent sales and use tax to support new or expanded che 

6 dependency or mental health treatment programs and services and for the o ration of 

7 new or expanded therapeutic court programs and services, and 

8 WHEREAS, in November 2007, the council approved Ordinance 15 49 

9 authorizing the levy collection of and legislative policies for the expenditure of revenues 

10 from an additional sales and use tax of one-tenth of one percent for the deliv ry of mental 

11 health and chemical dependency services and therapeutic courts, and 

12 WHEREAS, the ordinance defmed the following five policy goals fo programs 

13 supported through sales tax funds: 

14 1. A reduction of the number of mentally ill and chemically depende t using 

15 costly interventions like jail, emergency rooms and hospitals; 

16 2. A reduction of the number of people who recycle through the jail, etuming 

17 repeatedly as a result of their mental illness or chemical dependency; 

18 3. A reduction of the incidence and severity of chemical dependency and mental 

19 and emotional disorders in youth and adults; 
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20 4. Diversion of mentally ill and chemically dependent youth and ad ts from 

21 initial or further justice system involvement; and 

22 5. Explicit linkage with, and furthering the work of, other council d ected efforts 

23 including, the adult and juvenile justice operational master plans, the Ten Y ar Plan to 

24 End Homelessness, the Veterans and Human Services Levy Service Improv ment Plan 

25 and the county Mental Health Recovery Plan, and 

26 WHEREAS, the ordinance established a policy framework for meas · g the 

27 public's investment, requiring the King County executive to submit oversig , 

28 implementation and evaluation plans for the programs funded with tax reve ue, and 

29 WHEREAS, each of those plans was developed in collaboration wi the mental 

30 illness and drug dependency oversight committee and each was approved by the council 

31 in 2008, and 

32 WHEREAS, the mental illness and drug dependency plans establish a 

33 comprehensive framework to ensure that the strategies and programs funded through the 

34 one-tenth of one percent sales tax are transparent, accountable, collaborative and 

35 effective,and 

36 WHEREAS, Ordinance 15949 set forth the required elements of the ental illness 

3 7 and drug dependency annual report, and 

38 WHEREAS, the mental illness and drug dependency annual report been 

39 reviewed and approved by the mental illness and drug dependency oversight ommittee; 

40 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT MOVED by the Council of King Coun 
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41 The Mental Illness and Drug Dependency fourth annual report, Atta hment A to 

42 this motion, is hereby accepted. 

43 

Motion 13680 was introduced on 4/9/2012 and passed by the Metropolitan King 
County Council on 6/4/2012, by the following vote: 

AITEST: 

Yes: 9- Mr. Phillips, Mr. von Reichbauer, Mr. Gossett, . Hague, 
Ms. Patterson, Ms. Lambert, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Dunn and Mr. 
McDermott 
No: O 
Excused: 0 

KING COUNTY COUNCIL 
KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON 

Anne Noris, Clerk of the Council 

Attachments: A. Implementation and Evaluation Summary 
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Introduction 
The Implementation and Evaluation Summary for Year Three of the Mental Illness a d Drug Dependency 
(MIDD) Plan covers the time period from October 1, 2010 through September 30, 2 11. This is the fourth 
annual MIDD report, as required by Ordinances 15949, 16261 and 16262, and inclu es the following : 

a) A summary of semi-annual report data 
b) Updated performance measure targets for the following year of the programs 
c) Recommendations on program and/or process changes to funded programs ba 

measurement and evaluation data 
on the 

d) Recommended revisions to the evaluation plan and processes 
e) Recommended performance measures and performance measurement targets or each mental 

illness and drug dependency strategy, as well as any new strategies that are e ablished. 

Background 
On November 13, 2007, the Metropolitan King County Coundl voted to enact a one- th of one percent 
sales tax to fund the strategies and programs outlined In King County's MIDD Action Plan. The MIDD 
vision Is to prevent and reduce chronic homelessness and unnecessary Involvement lth criminal justice 
and emergency medical systems while promoting recovery for persons with mental i ness or chemical 
dependency. 

Exploring the possibility of a sales tax option within K1ng County began with passage of Council Motion 
12320, which yielded a three-part MIDD Action Plan, completed In June 2007. The K g County Coundl 
accepted the action plan via Motion 12598 in October 2007, and authorized the sal tax levy collection 
via Ordinance 15949, approved on November 13, 2007. 

Ordinance 15949 called for the development of three separate plans - an OVersight 
Implementation PJan and an Evaluation Plan - all of which were completed prior to lease of MIDD 
funds. On April 28, 2008, the King County Council passed Ordinance 16077 approvln the OVersight Plan 
and establishing the MIDD OVersight Committee, which first convened In June 2008. 

The MIDD Implementation and evaluation plans were approved by the King County uncll 
via Ordinances 16261 and 16262 on October 6, 2008, and Implementation of strateg es began on 
October 16, 2008. Work to develop those plans and implement strategies was compl ted by the MIDD 
Oversight Committee, starr from the County's Mental Health, Chemical Abuse and De endency Services 
Division (MHCADSD) and the Office of Performance, Strategy and Budget (PSB). 

King County continues to implement a full continuum of prevention, treatment, housi g support, and 
therapeutic court services to the extent possible given the ongoing economic recessl n. This fourth 
annual report covers the third year of MIDD programming from October 2010 throug September 2011 
and provides updates on all strategies, including retevant output measures, outcom analyses for those 
who began services prior to September 30, 2010, client success stories, and features on specific 
strategies and providers making a difference In the lives of the people they serve. 

MIDD Policy Goals* 
1. Reduce the number of mentally ill and chemically 

dependent people using costly interventions, 
such as jail, emergency rooms, and hospitals. 

2. Reduce the number of people who recycle 
through the jail, returning repeatedly as a result 
of their mental illness or chemical dependency. 

3. Reduce the incidence and severity of chemical 
dependency and mental and emotional disorders 
in youth and adults. 

1 

4. Divert mentally ill and chemi ally dependent youth 
and adults from initial or furt er justice system 
involvement. 

5. Link with and further the wo of other Council 
directed efforts, including the Adult and Juvenile 
Justice Operational Master PI ns, the Ten-Year Plan 
to End Homelessness, the Ve erans and Human 
Services Levy Service Impro ment Plan and the 
King County Mental Health R. covery Plan. 

*Edited from Ordinance 1594 
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Dear Friend: 

We are pleased to report on the Mental Illness and Drug Dependency (MIDO) Plan mplementation and 
Evaluation summary for Year Three (October 1, 2010-September 30, 2011). The DO-funded 
programs are making a difference in the lives of people throughout King County. 

Thirty-four of the 37 strategies were operational during MIDO's third year, with on 
remaining on hold due to budget constraints. During the 2011 calendar year, $30. 
million budgeted was spent implementing MIDO strategies, with the remaining bei 
supplantation and fund balance. 

Among the year's highlights: 

• Approximately 30,704 unique individuals were touched by the MIDD. 
• Of the MIDD clients served, approximately 1,020 had served in the U.S. mil 

three strategies 
million of the $42.8 

spent on MIDD 

• Strategy 12b (Hospital Re-Entry Respite Beds) request for proposals was relejasEMi and awarded. 
• MIDD clients served were from throughout King County, including greater south, east, 

and north King County. 
• Twenty-six of the 29 strategies with performance measurement data met at 

their annual target for one or more key targets. 

As MIDD-funded programs reach more people who are retained in services over t i 
examine outcomes at the individual strategy level increases. Presented for the first 
are strategy-specific outcomes for those strategies that have served suffident 
make strategy-level outcome analysis possible. 

, the ability to 
in this report 

rs of clients to 

Since MIDD funds are sales tax driven, the region's economy definitely affects the IDD's services and 
programs. In looking forward, it is our hope that the economic picture will brighten that we may 
implement all of the MIOO strategies. We are proud that even though the economy slowed, we 
have taken up the challenge to provide the very best services to people with rnAir'lt~• illness and 
chemical dependency throughout King County. 

In 2010, King County approved the King County Strategic Plan. Two of the goals of 
"support safe communities and accessible justice systems for all" and to "promote nn1nnrT1 

communities and individuals to realize their full potential". The MIDD aligns with 
providing a full array of mental health, chemical dependency and therapeutic court cAI"IIIr,•c: 

reduce or prevent involvement in the criminal justice, crisis mental health and ~m•"'""~"'r•~ 
systems, and promotes stability for individuals, across all ages, currently Involved 

As you read this 2010-2011 report, you will learn a great deal about the many 
revenue provides to improve and stabilize the lives of people with mental illness 
dependency. We look forward to continuing our oversight role, monitoring progra 
reviewing evaluation reports to ensure the MIDD-funded programs achieve their 
Thank you very much for your continued support and investment in the MIDD. 

Judge Barbara Unde 
Presiding Judge, King County District Court 
Co-Chair 

/.1 j . . .. - .... . _ •. 
~ ....... ... .-( ._. 

Mike Heinisch 
Executive Director, Kent Youth 
Co-Chair 

Acknowledgments 
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Milestones in Adoption of MIDD 

King County Council Motion 12320 ~ 
July 4, 2008 

King County Council Motion 12598 ' 
October 9, 2007 

* MIDD Oversight Committee third year activities 
* Current performance measurement statistics and 

target percentages for each strategy, presented by 
MIDD service category 

* Progress toward implementing all MIOD strategies 
* Service delivery highlights for relevant strategies 

4 

* Demographics of 
services * Analyses of relevant nut·rnrn~§ 
strategies 

* Recommendations for strategy revisions 
* Expenditures and budget •nn·•rrnar~r\n by strategy 
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MIDD Strategies by Service Ca 

Strategy DeKription 

NOTE: Shaded strategies denote " core" services. Please see Page 7 for description of 
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Executive Summary 

Total Number of Individuals Served by Type 

Workforce Development 

Therapeutic Court Programs 

SUpport Services inducing Housino, 
Employment, and Education 

Liaison, case Management. and 
Linkage to care 

Mental Health and/or Olemical 
Dependency Treatmert or Services 

Prevention, Outreach, and 
Early Intervention 

• Continued Services from Prior Year • Newly Served in NIDD 

6 

1,019 

637 

2,058 

1,395 

8,146 

20,667 
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Oversight Committee Meetings an Actions 
Throughout MIDD Year Three, the oc met six times to monitor MIDD implementat on and progress. 
Members of the committee cumulatively contributed over 175 hours of service dur g these meetings. 
A prioritization subcommittee also met several times in 2011, contributing a mini um of 300 additional 
work group hours. During OC meetings, the membership received updates and en aged in discussions 
on the following topics: 

• State budget cuts and possible impacts of supplantation legislation passed by t e Washington State 
Legislature allowing 50 percent of 2011 MIDD revenues to supplant lost fundin for therapeutic 
courts and mental health/chemical dependency programs 

• Strategy lOb (Crisis Diversion Services), including Downtown Emergency Servi e Center's intent to 
house the new facility in Seattle's Jackson Place neighborhood, the City of Sea le's approval for use 
of the site and improvements to existing facilities, Washington State's licensin requirements, 
informational community meetings held, and status updates on a lawsuit flied y concerned 
neighbors 

• Services offered through Strategy lSa (Adult Drug Court Expansion) 

• A 2011 budget proviso requiring submission of a report on Strategy Sa (Family Treatment Court) to 
the King County Council about the program and its blended funding, costs, and beneficiaries 

• Continuing efforts to modify and implement Strategy 1f (Parent Partners Famil Assistance), which 
will now create a family-run , non-profit agency to coordinate family and peers pport services 

• A mandate to review MIDD OC membership, per Ordinance 16077, evaluating e structure, 
membership, and responsibilities of the OC and reporting back to Council in Ju e 2011 

• Strategy Sa (Family Treatment Court) evaluation results presented by the Univ rsity of Washington 

• Expansion of the Regional Mental Health Court under Strategy 11b to create a ne-year pilot 
providing a track for veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder an or traumatic brain 
injury who come into contact with the criminal justice system. 

Adoption of the MIDD Strategy Prioritization Frame 

Thirteen OC members participated in at least eight OC prioritization subcommittee orkgroup sessions, 
meeting with County staff to develop a framework for prioritizing MIDD strategy fun ing. Formation of 
the subcommittee was prompted in part by reduced sales tax revenues, concerns a · ut state budget 
cuts to mental health and substance abuse funding, and the potential for increased se of MIDD 
revenues for supplantation in response to these cuts. 

With actual 2010 revenues well below original projections ($41 million rather than t e originally 
forecasted $58 million), the OC Co-Chairs requested that a prioritization subcommi ee work with 
County staff on strategy prioritization recommendations. The committee reviewed t e prioritization 
process used in 2009, and decided that rather than rank-ordering strategies using a scoring system, to 
instead Identify a set of core services and principles for the King County Council to e, should 
prioritization become necessary. Core services were defined as basic assessment, p vention, 
intervention and treatment services; without which people would be at greater risk r going to hospitals 
or jail/juvenile detention. Expansion strategies and those with other primary fundin sources were not 
considered core. On August 25, 2011, the OC voted by consensus to adopt the new IDD strategy 
prioritization framework which includes the following five criteria the OC recommen the King County 
Executive and Council use to determine the implementation of future budget reducti 

1) Maintain a balance of core services at levels 
necessary for the core services to be effective 
(NOTE: Core excludes most expansions and 
programs with other primary funding) 

2) Preserve a continuum of services across age 
groups, Intervention points, and types of services 

3) Seek individual strategy level efficiencies 

7 

4) Ensure that equity and soci I justice priorities are 
maintained without dlspro rtionate impacts on 
disadvantaged communitl /geographical areas 

5) Look at program effectiven ss, based on 
achievement of performanc measurement 
targets and on available ou comes. 



Prooram Utilization and Perfomu~nce Measu ... ment Targets for CamtmtJinlltv··BIIM~ 

Performance targets, such as the number of Individuals to be served each year, of service units 
to be provided, or other relevant measures are outlined In the MIDD Evaluation Plan mlll't"'"'"c:. Based on 
information drawn from the original MIDD Implementation Plan, these one-page per documents 
allow for simplified tracking of modifications to evaluation measures as revisions are mitted for 
Council approval through the MIDD reporting process. The table below shows targets from the 
evaluation matrices for each strategy aligned with community-based care, to targets (where 
Indicated), achievement of goals set for MIDD Year Three, and success ratings . 

v .... 3Tilraeb ...... 
YHr3 

26,978 edult OP units 

la-l COT~ 

50,000 adult OP uni!s 
4,000 youth OP units 

70,000 OST units 
N/A 5, 749 youth OP 

72,677 OST units 

6,400 ~yr with 8 FTE 4 

lc SA fmeraencv Room N/A lnter\O'enbon 4,340 brief intetvenlions/yr 
MJ..t tor :J/2011 st.rt of t nr: 

750 ditela/yr 

ld MH Crisis Next Coy Appts 
witt~ enllanc:ed ser\O'ices 94 

Adj- to 413 for N6CI'Mo Nd~Kt ... 
........... ,........,- 1/l/2011 

•• CO Profeuionals Tnlinino 125 lrai""-'yr 77 

lf 
Partnen 

5 4,000 clients/yr NIA 

lg Older Adults p,...,...;on Z,SW dientstyr (7.4 Fn) 
1,164 MH&SA Adj- to Z.lH cMMs/yr (._5 PTE) 

lh 
Older Adults 340 dientJ/yr (4.6 FTE) 

30 Crisis & S•r\O'ic:e Lin~ A4)..t to lS8 dleMs/yr (3.5 FTE) 

2b Employment Sefvices 920 o-a/yr (23 FTE) 418 
MH& CO Adjust to 700 cfRMs/yr (l7.S FTE) 

~ Supportive Housing 
oiOO c:lientslyr • 

(Nclte: A,.arded c....-city is now SltS) 189 
~to445 lotfUDOYr3 

13a Cl<lmMtic Violence 700-«10 client$/yr 
145 &MH ServK:. Adj- to 560-640 c'-s pet' y- 7 

.... S.Xuol Assault, MH • CO 
170 ~lientslyr J.4 lOS Services 

1 Undupliated counts per m-.tegv ol those receiving ill: least one service during reporting 
period, urn- otherwise i~. 

1 other fund sour-ces for these services wen! avilililbie during MlOO Year Three. 

3 8lended funds illlow mo,.. clients to be served thiln the portion attributable to MlOO only 
on whictl the perfonn11nce measuremmlt tilrgets 11re bilsed. 

• Revised targets accepted by Council in motion ol iiCCeptance on MiiV 9, 2011. 

5 This str~~tegy was not implemented or data were not ready or av11ililble for analysis 
within the reporting period. 

• Wot1cing targets from Proposed MlOO Evilluation Plan M.trix Revisions tnlnsmitted to 
Council on 10/1/2010. 

7 Stnltegy is oper~~ting at 80 percent of originill funding plan. 
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4,649 screens 

5,475 brief 
intetv~ 
(,.;u, 7.5 f"Te) 

381 

267 

N/A 

1,829 

394 

37S 

317 

372 

196 

.. 
US% • (Adju.ted) 

llS'Ib • (Adjusted) 

27S'lll • 
N/A N/A 

136% • (Adjusted) 

793 113'!1. • (Acljulted) 

114'1b • S06 
(Adj.-d) 

Sl7 92'11. • (Adjutted) 

301 177% ... 
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la-1 Increase Acceu to Community 
Mental Health Treatment 

Over 3,000 King County residents were able to 
start or continue outpatient MH treatment services 
with MIDD funding between October 1, 2010 and 
September 30, 2011. Approximately one-third of 
the Individuals served were newly funded in 
MIDD's third year, while the other two-thirds 
carried over from prior years. 

The maximum and average number of service 
visits per person are shown below. Oients 
typically had just over three service visits per 
month throughout the year, each lasting about 45 
minutes. In some cases, clients were seen by their 
MH providers up to two times per day. 

Service Statistics for Outpatient MH 
Maximum A 

Visits Service Hours Visits Service Hours 

694 691 29 22 

Clients receive individualized treatment through a 
network of outpatient service providers licensed as 
community MH agendes. A detailed listing of 
provider agencies appears in Exhibit 1 on Page 41. 

Symptom reduction outcome Information for an 
eligible sample of Strategy la-1 partidpants is 
available on Page 36 of this report. 

1 a 2 Increase Access to Community 
- Substance Abuse Treatment 

Substance abuse outpatient (OP) service units 
include hours for assessments, Individual 
counseling, group counseling, and case 
management. For youth, these service units 
include urinalysis testing as well. For opiate 
substitution therapy (OST), service units are dose 
days when Individuals receive medications. 

The MIDD helped 2,635 people in OP treatment 
and 714 in OST treatment during MIDD Year 
Three. The number of units purchased and total 
payments for the evaluation t ime frame {October 
2010 to September 2011) are shown below. Note 
that amounts here differ from fiscal reporting, as 
MIDD funds are allocated on a calendar year cycle. 
Also, these amounts tend to vary from year to 
year due to the availability of state funds for SA 
treatment transferred on their fiscal year cycle. 

MlDD Year Three 
Units Paid ruyoo.....,,ts 

Youth OP Treabnent 5,794 $ 262,751 
Adult OP Treabnent 26,978 $ 826,833 
Adult OST Treatment 72,6n $1,023,715 

9 

lb Outreach and E 
Individuals •• ,u ... t,. 
l•lls, or Crisis Fa,clllitlfiiS 

Using a trauma-Informed "'"'\,....,, .. ,.n 1,693 people 
experiencing chronic and/or 
debilitating addictions to d and alcohol were 
engaged through Strategy lb ring the current 
reporting period. While the ram goal is to 
serve 675 clients per year, D dollars leverage 
federal matching funds to nearly three times 
as many people. 

Key aspects for the suc:cessr1 
Individuals with multiple 

• Understanding how past 
on-going vulnerabilities in 
need treatment services 

• Using harm reduction, or 
behaviors rather than rnrnnllao~ .. 
meet potential clients "IA/11'\<=>r· .. 

"""''""'''" ... encounters 
alcohol and 

nAI'Y"'Ain~ l •'\f' all CaSes, 

Incidence 
of Alcohol 
and Drug 

A bUM 
Risk Levels 
forSBIRT 

SCreenings 

Since January 2009, SBIRT 
unique patients in over 15,000 
at area hospitals. The average 

risk for alcohol 
(see pie chart 

completed encounters was 43 
according to level of risk as ;A .. h~HFI""'-" 
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1 d Mental Health Crisis Next Day 
.Appointments and Stabilization 
Services 

nmely follow-up after a MH crisis can help clients 
avoid the need for psychiatric hospitalization. The 
MIOO enhanced established crisis stabilization 
services by funding psychiatric medication 
evaluations performed by spedally-credentlaled 
staff. During 2009 and 2010, the number of 
patients receiving medication management services 
increased by 36 percent over levels measured prior 
to MIDO start up. Medical service episodes 
Increased by 51 percent, and medical service hours 
by 45 percent, during this time period. 

In January 2011, a major reduction in state MH 
funding resulted in a 57 percent decrease in the 
core capacity to deliver next day appointments. 
These cuts then led to in a drop in enhanced 
services to pre-MIDD levels as shown below. 

Cllena with Crisis Medication Manqement 

noo ~--------------
ll c 
.! 1000 

~ -,. ij 

'l5 800 

j -~ "'-. 
E 600 
~ "• z 
"0 400 

t :;tOO 

:II 
"0 c 0 
:1 Pre-MIDD MIDD Y-r 1 MIDO Y-r J MIDO Y-r 3 

1 e Chemical Dependency Professional 
l!ducat:lon and Training 

Thirty-one agencies received reimbursement 
support for costs associated with professional 
certification of 344 chemical dependency 
professionals {COPs} and/or COP trainees during 
MIOO's third year. Other workforce development 
activities funded under Strategy le durtng this 
time were: 1) Partnerlng with the University of 
Washington School of SOCial Work to create more 
COP learning opportunities, and 2} Contracting 
with The Northwest Frontier Addiction Technology 
Transfer Center to provide technical assistance 
and both Introductory and advanced trainings on 
Motivational Interviewing and Oinical Supervision 
to 108 undupllcated participants. 

Comments from trainees indicated they found the 
following aspects of these trainings most useful: 

• "Real plays" versus role plays 
• Learning how to "roll with resistance" 
• Gaining skills to "work through negativity" 
• Breaking problems down to "smaller scale." 

1 f Parent Partner and 
Support Assistance litPII'OAP•-

In September 2011, OC review of 
revisions to this strategy, MH 
intensive work with a rnrul":ll"tt ..... 

move forward on Its lm!Diemeitllti~tlcm 
Learning Resources was rh•-.c"'" 
updated needs assessment, 
the necessary foundational 1"'"'""""'+· ... 
staff, constitute a board, 
otherwise establish a Family ;:~~uiJuun: 
{FSO). The newly developed 
non-profit agency run by 
another. · 

As reported in the MIDO Year 
Report, the Parent Support S 
funded by Strategy lf r-nn,r•n• 

King County Parent Partner Nlliltwtlrk 

training and technical ass>~St<a,..::e 
family-serving organizations, 
associated with Strategy 6a 
for Emotionally Disturbed 

1 Prevention and g Mental Health and 
Services for .Adults 

On the cutting edge of health refonn, Strategy 
lg reaches out to older adults their primary care 
settings to screen for cvrnl"\l•nnloc of mental illness 
and/or substance misuse. W screening results 
are above a dinical threshold concern, rapid 
brief Intervention services are Immediately 
available on site. 

An outcomes analysis for '"<11
'"

1'-t' Is with measures 
of depression and/or anxiety two separate points 
in time showed a reduction In for over 
two-thirds of those particlpati in relatively brtef 
{see below) MH treatment. with the most 
severe symptoms at initial were found 
to have the greatest red in symptom 
seventy. Successful outcomes realized, on 
average, in as few as ten or within 
approximately seven service h 

Service Hours for v .. r ~.-~-. Treatment Exits 

~ 
u 
3! 
0 :100 

'0 
~ 
u 100 
.A 
E 
~ 
z 0 
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1 h Expand Availability of Cr .. is 
Intervention and Linkage to On-Going 
Services for Older Adults 

The Geriatric Regional Assessment Team (GRAT) 
responds to crisis referrals for older adults within 
24-hours of receiving a call. Oinidans specializing 
in geriatric mental health conduct in-home 
assessments, linking individuals with essential 
resources throughout King County, often diverting 
them from evictions and hospitalizations. 

In the year before the MIDD, the GRAT averaged 
19 referrals to their program per month, or 227 in 
a one-year period. This average rose to 39 per 
month In the year immediately following MIDD 
expansion, an increase of over 100 percent. The 
average number of referrals staffed in GRAT's third 
year of expanded capacity was 42 per month, down 
slightly from 46 in the MIDD's second year. 

The table below shows the most common linkages 
to other services upon discharge from GRAT during 
this reporting period. Future data will track 
diversions from hospitals and homelessness. 

Medical 133 
hbor/Guardlan 201 

114 

71 

59 

Division of Sl 

2 a Workload Reduction for Mental HMith 

2 b Employment Servic for Individuals 
with Mental Illness and Chemical 
Dependency 

During MI 0 Year Three, all 
. nine age es now providing 
· evidence- sed supported 

employme t (SE) services 
underwent fidelity reviews 
conducted y specially-trained 
lnterdlsdpl nary teams. Each 
review last d a minimum of two 
full days, i eluding interviews 
with agen administrators, 
clinicians, mployment 
specialists, and both currently 

employed and job-seeking S clients. Field 
observations of job developm nt activities and 
client chart reviews were a no her part of this 
process. Adherence to the evl ence-based model 
of SE developed at Dartmout College was rated 
for 25 different program com onents, and written 
feedback was provided to all gencies for quality 
improvement and program d elopment purposes. 
Programs with the highest fid lity scores are 
believed to produce the best utcomes in the long 
run, although not enough dat are available to 
conduct those analyses yet. 

Please see Page 36 for curren Strategy 2b 
outcomes Information. Potent I future evaluation 
may examine the ancillary be efrt:s of SE 
participation by comparing in lvlduals who do not 
gain competitive wage jobs w h those who do. 

The workload reduction initiative allocates funds to 16 mental health agencies forth purpose of 
providing ~dequate staffing to meet the demand for mental health services. Each ag ncy created its own · 
plan for reducing case manager workloads and funds have been spent In accordanc with those 
approved plans. As of September 2010, 132 new direct service staff positions were portedly filled 
systemwide that could be attributed to Strategy 2a. This number rose to 145 in Ma h 2011, despite 
state budget cuts which led seven agencies to eliminate more than 75 total staff po tlons. 

Assessing the impact of MIDD-attributed staffing Increases on client-to-staff ratios as the focus of 
analyses recently conducted. Five agencies, chosen for the high reliability of data th y submitted, were 
used In the Illustration at right to show both individual agency trends (colored lines) in the number of 
clients per direct services staff member, as 
well as the average trend (red dashed line) Number of Clients per Direct Servl Staff OVer nme 
across all sampled agencies over the past 60 ~------------+-----r---:~==~1::1 
four years. ss +---"'""' ... -"_ .. :;;: .. ___ _ 

............ .-~ L.r"~ ·-~2 

Depending on the agency, dient-to-staff so+------··-.__::·-::..~.~.-=-;:__- -----t--=--i · ·· ·· Agency3 

ratios ranged from 57: 1 on the high end to 45 ,..---------------+----1 __ AgenCy 4 

17:1 on the low end. Most, however, fell in 40 !=-~~;::s::::::;§~~~~;:~==-~::_..!,..:IC1~Y~s::J the middle range of about 40:1. Overall, 
the highs and lows balanced out such that 35 

average caseload size was reduced from 42 • +------~~~::::=.~ ..;,_--+----

down to 35 clients per direct services staff 25 +--------------+---
member; this represents a 17 percent 
reduction in dient-to-staff ratios, which 
aligns wtth the case study done in 2009. 

15+-------~------~------~4--=~~ 
NlO 
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3 a Supportive S.rvica for Housing 
Projects 

Housing support services are customized to help 
people live independently in stable housing despite 
mental illness and/or substance use disorders. Each 
year, Strategy 3a funding is pooled with other 
available funds and awarded to agendes through a 
competitive process in the form of grants lasting 
for five-year periods. This means that grants 
awarded in MIDD's first year will be not be due for 
renewal until MIDD's sixth year, enabling the 
capacity for housing units that offer MIDD 
supportive services to continue Increasing. 

In January 2011, grants were awarded to each of 
the following provider agendes, bringing the total 
awarded capacity to 518 units, 445 of which began 
reporting data prior to October 2011: 

l'rnVIIh'r 1\tJ('fh y •, r , ) 1 t ~ t t ( .tp.H ~ty 

T~itional Ras01rees Avalon Place 16 
Downtown Emergency 

Kamer Scott House 13 
Service Center 
Hafborview Housing First Vouchers 18 
Evergreen Treatment REAOi Vouchers 20 
Services 
Sound Mental Health Gossett Place 53 

TOTAL NEW SUPPORT UNITS uo 

Turnover In supported housing units open for at 
least a year has been quite low throughout the 
current reporting period, at only 69 of 398 units, 
or 17 percent. Considering that many who leave 
these housing services do so because less support 
becomes necessary over time, it is an encouraging 
sign that offering support personnel can improve 
housing retention rates. 

The extent to which individuals choose to engage 
in supportive programming can vary over time 
and by gender as shown below, where zero is nnot 
engaged" and six is nextremely engaged". When 
additional information Is available, engagement 
level will be examined In relationship to outcomes. 

Level of !ngagement by Gender at Wlntonla* 

*Wintonia w• the first Strategy 3a proj~ which 
opened In April 1009. 

12 

Strategy 13a enhances cArv•r•--= 

violence (DV) advocacy 
and CO screening, counseling 
MIDD's third full year, screen 
1,198 Individuals served by nih,mA•~::tlr 

Women's Network (DAWN), 
VIolence Program, New Begin 
Women's Alliance (ReWA). ACITOSS 

801 people (about 67 per 
have significant MH or CD ,. ... r,,. .. ,"" 
who were referred to agency 
517 (76%) received at least 
or case management service. 

Evaluation efforts also track spent in 
consultation between the MI nded licensed 
therapists and DV ad,,oc:atE!S/c~thers about MH or 
CD issues. Over a three-year od, across all 
four agendes, average hours month spent in 
internal (within-agency) have 
decreased as the advocates with survivors 
have become more kn about the MH 
needs of their dientele. 

Clients who are seen by sts in three 
separate months become eligi for outcomes 
measurement. The survey ment used to 
measure outcomes can be eted by clinicians 
and/or dlents. For the first igible 
sample, 62 percent of individu agreed strongly 
when rating their level of .::anr .... ,.,.r:ant with a 
statement about their ability better manage 
stress In their lives, as a of having the 
additional support of a See graph below. 

Clinician btecl 
(N= 192) 

•Agree 

• Strongly Agree 

•undecided 

In surveys received MIDD's third year, 
not a single person disagreed statements 
about the positive role of their 13a 
therapists In regard to helping with stress 
management, decision making, and self-care. 
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14a Sexual Asuult and Mental 
Health Services 

Four sexual assault survivor agencies in King 
County blended their MIDD funds with other 
revenues to offer specialized trauma-focused 
therapy services to more clients. They also 
implemented universal screening for MH and 
CD Issues. While screenings increased between 
the second and third MIDD years, as shown at 
right, the overall percentage of positive screens 
remained level at about 75 percent. For both 
years, the percentage of people who screened 
positive that were referred to MH professionals 
within the agencies stayed above 60 percent. In MIDD Year Three, there was an in.-......... , .. 
of people referred out to external MH and CD services. The "referred out" category i 
also indudes sexual assault-specific referrals between the four agencies. Multiple reorArr·:alc: 

and external) were possible, depending on the needs and resources of the ind•v•u ..... ,,,., 

Integrating Sptems: Sexual Auaul~ Domestic VIolence, Mental Health, and Cb4•mlical 

Alida Glenwell was always Interested in helping others. She began volunteering for a 
after college and developed a passion for the wort<. She moved Into paid positions 

directing community programs. Alida now serves as 
Coordinator for Strategies 13a and 14a. As the ~v•d'.a;md 
provides ongoing coordination, cross training, policy t1e1#el•~nrne1,t 
consultation between mental health and chemical t1Ar~t1.aru·v 
providers, and agendes providing domestic violence 
services throughout King COUnty. 

Different human services diSCiplines have historically 
philosophies and practices. Programs often operated in 
sometimes gave conflicting messages to people. r.nnmun:"""''"'ln 
collaboration efforts are happening and a lot d n~ll"lr1111cq 
more work is needed to fully Integrate care. The c;.v;=:t.a,mc 

facilitates this growing systems change. 

Alida enjoys the broad scope of her job. She supports existing bndges by Increasing ., .... ,. ..... nir·arlt'n 

among individuals and agendes. She simplifies 
the logistics of referrals across organizations 
and cultivates redprocal consultations among 
providers. Her multi-disciplinary trainings (see 
2011 sampling at right) build relationships and 
increase the understanding that philosophies are 
now more similar than people realize. In this 
reporting period, at least 170 were trained. 

Additionally, Alida has the opportunity to Impact l=~~~~~~~~=t:ili!4d:JCttt!:m 
change at the policy level. For example, she 
developed a set of best practice guidelines that 
mental health agendes can use In creating or 
enhandng polldes and procedures for 
responding to disclosures of domestic violence. 
Along with continuing to facilitate cross
disdpllnary connections, Alicia will be offering 
technical assistance to agendes In applying the 
guidelines to their spedflc programs In the next 
year. Her efforts assist the evolution of systems 
change-change that will ultimately Increase 
both resiliency and coping skills among domestic 
violence and sexual assault survivors. ~~~~~~~~~~L-.,.4_l __ LL.LJ 

22.5 76 23 71 

13 



The youth category has strategies designed to expand prevention and early lnterven 
expand assessments for youth involved with the juvenile justice system, and to 
team-based interventions through Wraparound. In addition to helping more youth in 
available to maintain and expand both Family Treatment COurt and Juvenile Drug 

Program Utilization and Performance Measurement Targets for Strategies with 

As indicated on Page 8, performance targets are outlined for each strategy in the MI 
matrices. During MIDD Year Three, matrix modifications for several youth strategies 
better reflect program outputs, to clarify information, or to address program 
targets were proposed for Strategy Sa (Juvenile Justice Youth Assessments) and 
(Family Treatment Court) reached capacity, their performance measures needed 
proposed In the MIDD Year Three Progress Report will be formally adopted upon 
the Recommendations for Plan Revisions as outlined on Page 37 of this report. 

stnaoY ...... .......... StnteaY -"~- T-3T-veb y_.3 

... Parents in ~eccverv 
4()() parem./yr N/A N/A 

SA S..rvices 1 

Q Prevention • Children of SA 400 c:hiklnln/yr N/A NIA 

School-Based 2,268 youtl\/yr (19 programs) 1 

4c MH A SA Services Adj...t to 1,550 yotl/lh/yr N/A at lust 1,1196 

4d 1,500 Mlullslyr 1,065 edults Suicide Preverttion T1111ini119 3,250 youthlyr N/A 
7,873 youth 

See"New" 

Coordinate 500 __,....,nblvr 5 5110 coordinations 

Juvenile Justice Provide 200 psychological services/yr 98 psychological 

Youth Assessments COnduct 140 MH _,.,nts N/A seMces 
Condud 165 CD ass- 143 MH assessments 

AdJust for 1/2011 start for two FTIE 234 CD IISSeSSments 

920 youth/yr • 
Adj...t to 374 youdl/yr 219 195 

6a Wraparound (10 fewer fadlitMors in first half of 2011 enrolled enrolled 
and removing non-enrolled youth in youth youth 

familia served from 

7b 
Expand Youth 

Crisis Services 2 TCI be measured in MIDD Year Four N/A N/A .. Family Treatment Court 
No more than 90 children per .,.,... 7 N/A NIA Expal15ion 

9a 
Juvertila Oru11 Court 

36 - youth/yr (up to s.s m) 55 26 Expansion 

13b Violence 85 families/yr 81 53 

programs, to 
comprehensive 
Is, funding Is 

Evaluation Plan 
proposed to 

. For example, new 
Strategy Sa 
on. Matrix changes 

acceptance of 

Percatof T--
Y-3 
T-oet JtMing 

NIA N/A 

N/A N/A 

122.,. 
(Adjusted) • 

71.,. .. 
Year 3~ 

242.,. 4 • 
111;'10 • 49"1'. 

(Unadjusted) • 136%
4 

1119.,. 4 • 
(Adjusted) • 

111'10 • (Adjusted) 

92'lb • 
72'lb .. (New only) 

158'lb • 
1 Undupliceted counts per strategy of those receiving at least one service during reporting period, uniM5 otherwise i"r Kfig!Med. 
:z This stnJtegy was not implemented or data were not ready or available for analysis within the reportino period. 
:J Working targets from Proposed MIOO fvaluetion Plan Matrix Revisions transmitted to Council on October 1, 2010. 
4 Blended funds allow more eliei'U to be served than tl'le portion attributable to MlOD only on which the performance ma ............ , .. ...t 

S New targets propo$ed on July 1, 2011. Prog1111m provided 49 psycholooical services in Q4-20U (on pace to reach 
• Original target included non-enrolled youth and/or other young members of families served. Proposed revision to 450 

7 Progn11m has now reached capacity so service cap is being monitor-ed. 

14 

• 
• 

Percentage of aooual target 
is higher than 85% 

Percentage of .v1Ual t:.get 
is 65'!1. to 85'!1. 

Percentage of annual tar"get 
is less than 65% 
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4a Services for Parents In Substance 
Abuse Outpatient Treatment (On Hold) 

Strategy 4a, which remains on hold, is based on 
concepts developed through research done by the 
Social Development Research Group In the School 
of Social Work at the University of Washington In 
Seattle. This program, known as "Families Facing 
the Future", is designed to help parents in 
substance use disorder recovery become more 
effective parents In order to reduce the risk that 
their children will abuse drugs or alcohol In the 
future. When funding is made available, about 400 
parents per year are expected to partldpate. 

This strategy, which remains 
budgetary reasons, will arr ... rnll"'r 

of addiction using proactive, 
family-based approaches. 
When funded, 16 two-hour 
long sessions will be dell 
to 400 area youth and 
children whose parents are 
participating in chemical 
dependency treatment or are 
in recovery. 

4C Collaborative Schooi-Baeed Mental Health and Substance Abuse ~·rv~~~· 
In the first full year of implementation, Strategy 4c served more than 1,896 individu 
providers delivering 13 different programs at schools throughout King County. n,..,,,..nHI 
school district and area, targeted students were Suicide Prevention Tnalnllntll$ 
those attending either middle school or junior 
high. Both MH and SA services focused on 
indicated prevention, earty intervention, 
screening, brief intervention, and referral to 
treatment. All services aligned with school-wide 
polldes and offered alternatives to traditional 
dlsdplinary responses. Please see Page 16 for 
examples of successes achieved in collaboration 
with area schools. 

Another aspect of Strategy 4c involves delivery of 
two specific suidde prevention curricula. The table 
at right shows the number of people trained by 
region. 

15 
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5ucc_. Stories from the 4c ._Hallway~J.w 

1 
A 14 year old female was suiddal, but her mother 
thought she just wanted attention. After months of 
work with her 4c provider, she was diagnosed with 
major depressive disorder by a psychiatrist and Is 
doing much better on medication. 

2 
N, a 14 year old male, came to the 4c provider after 
expertendng physical abuse In his home. 
Unbeknownst to anyone at school, he had bi-polar 
disorder and was engaging In dangerous behaviors. 
Working with N's family, school staff, pollee, and 
Child Protective Services, he was admitted to an 
Inpatient facility for needed help. 

3 
A student caught smoking marijuana on campus 
was suspended from school. Upon returning, she 
joined a 4c Intervention group and graduated from 
the group with four months of dean time. 

4 
A parent of three middle school-aged children, 
recently divorced and new to the area, was having 
troubte adjusting. A 4c Interventionist helped her 
process the changes she was going through, while 
helping her with parenting skills, boundary setting, 
and local resources to keep her family going strong. 

s 
After partidpating In a Concerned others group at 
Kenmore Junior High School, one student said " I 
didn't realize that there were so many other people 
who had to deal with this ... I don't feel so alone.,. 

6 
At Hamilton International Middle School in Seattle, a 
4c counselor worked with a 7th grader who had 
been bullied for years by another student. Using the 
framework and tools gained In an ASIST training, 
she was able to assess this boy's level of suicidality 
and helped him aaft: a safety plan. Over time, he 
became noticeably less sad and anxious as he 
developed positive coping mechanisms to deal with 
stressors In his lite. 

7 
When a middle school student came out at school as 
being gay, he experienced teasing, Isolation and 
loneliness. Through a 4c counselor, he was 
connected to several community resources and was 
helped to apply for a scholarship to attend Camp 
Ten Trees, a camp for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and 
transgender (LGBT} youth. His counselor also 
collaborated with others to address bullying 
prevention and LGBT awareness. By co-facilitating a 
confidential group for LGBT students, this 4c 
provider helped the student connect with other 
youth working through similar Issues. At the end d 
the year, he expressed an increase In confidence 
and a feeling of trust In school staff. 

4d School-BaNd Sulcl.:te Prevention 
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The Teen Unk program run by the Crisis Clinic was 
able to reach nearly 8,000 stl,!dents during the 
year by combining MIDO funds with other 
revenues to deliver 313 youth-level sessions. 
These trainings give teens a safe outlet to talk 
openly about suldde, self-hann, peer pressure, 
violence, gender roles, self-image, parental 
expectations, and even the eoonomy. They are 
also designed to teach youth skills in helping their 
friends through life's ups and downs. The number 
of youth and adults receiving suicide prevention 
training during MIOO Year Three are shown below: 

Number Trained by King County Region 

3000 

2500 

1500 

1000 

500 

-----t • South 

•East -----1 
•North 

-----1 •Seattle 

~ u-nown 

students 

The Youth Suidde Prevention Project (YSPP), 
trained 1,065 adults In 32 different adult-level 
sessions during MIDD's third year, Including a 
presentation delivered at the statewide Parent 
Teacher Assodation Conference. The YSPP and 
Crisis Olnic staff also met together quarterly to 
collaborate and ensure that gaps were filled when 
certain areas or schools were not belng served by 
either agency. 

Efforts to evaluate crisis response plans for the 19 
school districts in King County continued to 
encounter substantial barriers. Although YSPP 
staff had Initially reviewed 17 policies for 
intervening with students at risk for suicide, few 
school districts were open to receiving technical 
assistance to improve their written procedures. 
Auburn, Bellevue, and Highline are examples of 
school districts that have shown an interest in 
adopting more comprehensive crisis plans, in 
some cases hiring outside consultants. To date, 
no plans have been rated "exceptional" as defined 
by having an integrated policy that encompasses 
prevention, Intervention, and ppst suidde incident 
concerns. 
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5 a l!xpand Assessments for Youth In the Juvenile 
lu.tlceSy.tem 

The Juvenile Justice Assessment Team {JJAT) became fully staffed 
in December 2010 when they added a children's mental health 
liaison and a COP with experience helping young Latino and African 
American offenders. Although the new staff did not f.E;;;i;;;ti;;;;jiii;i;;:;:;;~::;:: 
begin serving clients until early 2011, their contribution 
enabled the JJAT to complete 143 MH assessments and I•Otl'ted Out 

234 CD assessments before the end of September 
2011. While targets proposed in July 2011 would allow 
for up to 200 psychological services to be delivered 
each year, only 98 were needed during MIDO Year 
Three. These and other encounters combined for 580 
"coordination" events for 362 unduplicated youth. Exit data for each encounter are shown above. 

JJAT and Juvenile Drug Court Provide Opportunities for Youth to Tum Their Lives Around 

One youth recently helped by JJAT was C. His father was diagnosed with cancer when C was In the fifth 
grade. After being sick for a long t ime, his dad overcame the cancer and "came back harder and 
stronger." Despite his recovery, however, the cancer returned. C witnessed his father having a seizure 
before going Into a coma and dying shortly thereafter. 

C's father had come from a challenging background and kept his son off the streets. He helped C make 
good choices, but C began "hanging in the streets" after his dad passed away. He skipped school, 
smoked marijuana, and ended up in Juvenile Detention. He refused to believe he had a 
problem despite returning to detention again and again. One day c realized he was 
seeing the "same cell, same walls" and his eyes began to open. He still wasn't ready to 
change, though, or just didn 't know how to do things differently. After a more serious 
charge, C was assessed by JJAT, started CD treatment, and was referred to Juvenile 
Drug Court (JDC}. It wasn't easy! He had to "dig deep to the root of the problem." 
Gaining tools to stay focused and on track, C will soon graduate successfully from JDC 
and recently got a job that will help him accomplish his goals. C felt like his voice wasn't 
heard, so now he wants to be a lawyer to make sure that doesn't happen to other youth. 

17 
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6 a Wraparound Services for Emotionally 
Disturbed Youth 

Wraparound Is a coordinated system of support, 
customizing care for youth with severe mental 
illnesses. The wraparound process is available to 
youth throughout King County who are involved 
with multiple service systems. At this time, five 
MH treatment agencies have wraparound teams. 
When fully staffed, each team will have one coach, 
six facilitators, and two parent partners. 

Wraparound plans typically join formal services 
and interventions with community services, 
interpersonal support, and assistance provided by 
friends, family, and others in a family's social 
network. Teams convene frequently to measure 
components of each plan against relevant 
indicators of success. 

The Strategy 6a evaluation matrix was published 
in the MIDD Year Three Progress Report clarifying 
that non-enrolled youth in families served were to 
be counted toward meeting the performance 
measurement target of 920 youth per year when 
programs are fully staffed. As siblings cannot be 
Individually identified, the target requires further 
revision to indude enrolled youth only. 

In March 2011, a new tool was developed to track 
living arrangements, school performance, 
substance use and other progress indicators every 
six months. At baseline, combined data from all 
five providers (see table below) show the diversity 
of living arrangements for wraparound youth. 

Baseline school measures revealed that about half 
of the sample attended regularly, 77 percent had 
Individualized Education Programs (IEPs), and at 
least 31 (37%) had grades below a "C" average. 

7a Reception Centers for Youth In 
Crisis (On Hold) 

The original MIDD Plan for Strategy 7a was to 
develop a reception facility in order to give law 
enforcement personnel an option for dealing with 
youth In crisis. Such a center could be developed 
to serve as a central coordination point where 
staff assess the needs of youth and link them to 
treatment or other services. 

When funding Is restored for this strategy, a 
needs assessment will be conducted to ensure 
that any planned action will best meet the needs 
of the target population. 

7b Expansion of Children's Crisis 
Outreach Response Service System 

The Children's Crisis Outreach Response Service 
System (CCORS) expansion under Strategy 7b 
was funded in MIDD Year Three after a long delay 
caused by earlier budget shortfalls. Although 
planning and hiring began In April 2011, It was not 
until September that data collection instruments 
were finalized and implemented. Currently, 
performance targets are being proposed for 
measurement In MIDD Year Four. 

The two key aspects of new programming at 
CCORS lndude: 

18 

• Providing in-home behavioral support 
specialists to implement specific interventions 
for up to eight hours at a time or overnight, as 
needed, to maintain youth safety 

• Developing a marketing plan that reaches out 
to youth and families in need, diverting them 
away from unnecessary hospitalizations. 

A total of 59 cases were opened In september 
2011 that could be attributed to MIDD expansion. 
Several different sources were responsible for 
making referrals to CCORS (see graph below). 
Over half of the referred youth had behavior 
management issues, at least 47 percent were 
aggressive/violent or a danger to self, and 20 
percent were potentially dangerous to others. 

Referrals to CCORS in September 2011 
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Ba Expand Family Treatment Court Services and Support to Parents 

Family Treatment Court (FTC) monitors treatment compliance of parents diagnosed with chemical 
dependencies who have lost custody of their children due to their substance use. Successful "graduates" 
of FTC have the opportunity to reunite with their families. Expansion under the MIDD doubled the court's 
capacity to serve families. Performance measurement currently counts the number of children who 
benefit from parental enrollment, with a cap of 90 children actively engaged annually. In MIOO Year 
Three, the maximum child count reached 83. 
Of the 24 parents partidpating In FTC who were eligible for 
analysis of jail use trends, nineteen (79%) showed no 
increase In jail bookings during their first year in services, the 
best rate of any strategy included in the outcomes sample. 
Their aggregate jail days decreased from 685 to 439 (36%). 

Reasons for exiting FTC during the second and third year of 
MIDD expansion are shown in the graphic below. The 
graduation rate held steady at about 30 percent, while the 
rate of discharges for noncompliance dropped dramatically. 

Reetsons for Exit from FTC Over Time 

9a Expand Juvenile Drug Court Treatment 

Youth with chemical dependendes who come into contact with the juvenile justice system are often given 
the opportunity to participate In the Juvenile Drug court (JOC). Though not an easy path, youth who 
successfully complete the nine to 24 month program can have the charges against them dismissed. For 
many youth, this earned exoneration, and accompanying sobriety, is the turning point for putting their 
lives back on track. See the bottom of Page 17 for a success story that illustrates this point and 
highlights the lnterconnectlvity between Strategy Sa (Juvenile Justice Youth Assessments) and JDC. In 
MJOO Year Three alone, 50 of the 81 youth served by JOC (62%) were also served by the JJAT team. 

Between October 1, 2009 and September 30, 2011, a total of 28 youth exited from the MIDD-expanded 
JOC program. The average number of days for those 
who graduated is contrasted against the average 
number of program days for those terminated by the 
court for noncompliance and those who opted out of 
their own accord. As one can see in the graph at right, 
resources are typically tied up for 11 to 12 months in 
this strategy, even when the youth are unable for 
various reasons to fully complete all program phases. 

First year jail or detention utilization outcomes for 40 
eligible Strategy 9a participants indicated a trend 
toward Increased incarcerations for 60 percent of 
them. This trend is expected to reverse over time, as 
the impact of sanctions associated with JDC treatment 
Is most evident early in outcomes measurement. 
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Dome.tlc VIolence Prevention 
Domestic violence (OV) is estimated to Impact 
60,000 children per year in King County alone. 
The Children's Domestic Violence Response Team 
(CDVRT) reaches out to many children who have 
been exposed to DV in their homes. The CDVRT is 
a pioneering program in which Sound Mental 
Health collaborates with DV advocacy agencies 
countywide to provide integrated mental health 
and OV advocacy services. 

Although MIDO funding is available to offer a 
series of group sessions for children dealing with 
their DV experiences, the "Kid's Club," which 
began in April 2011, had to be postponed in May, 
then cancelled in June, due to lack of referrals and 
attendance. A new start date was set for October 
2011. In the meanwhile, the team continued to 
meet with children and their non-abusive parents 
either individually or in family sessions. 

In September 2011, the CDVRT received training 
from the Washington State Association for Play 
Therapy, where they learned "the importance of 
play when working with children who have 
experienced trauma that affects the way they can 
process and use language skills." 

In MIDD Year Three, 390 children were screened 
for CDVRT partidpation using the Pediatric 
Symptom Checkllst-17. This instrument rates 
levels of internalizing, externalizing, and 
attentional behaviors with a maximum possible 
score of 34. Screening results by quarter are 
shown below. Total scale scores above 14 are 
considered above the dinical threshold. Positive 
screens rose throughout the year. 

Number of Chlld,..n Sc,...ned by CDVRT 
In MIDD Year Three 
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How to tt.lp Children W 
Do.....UC V'~IIICe* 

1. Do not be afraid to talk a 
happened In their family. 

2. Maintain a consistent, 
and schedule. 

3. Be aware of your physlca 

what 

4. Be dear with children a t what your 
expectations for behavior are. 

5. Talk to them! 

6. Observe themes of play. 

7. Protect the child. 

8. Offer the child dlolces. 

9. 
• llp sheet provided by Alida Gle 



Strategies grouped in the diversion category intend to help those with mental health and substance 
abuse Issues avoid costly Incarcerations and psychiatric hospitalizations by linking them with appropriate 
community treatment. Diversion programs Include education and training for justice-system Involved 
Individuals, jail and hospital re-entry services, intensive case management, and therapeutic courts. 

Program Utilization and Performance Meuurement T•roets for Jail •nd Hosplt.l Dtvenlon strategies 

As shown below, "Year Three Targets" were adjusted for three diversion strategies: lOa (Crisis 
Intervention Team Training), 12a-1 (Jail Re-Entry capacity Increase), and 12b (Hospital Re-Entry Respite 
Beds). For example, several Train the Trainer offerings were added to the course catalog for Strategy lOa 
that necessitated adoption of a formula to credit the provision of these classes against targets previously 
published. Please note that the target success rating for Strategy llb is now calculated based on "opt-ins" 
to the Regional Mental Health Court (RMHC), rather than on referrals made by area cities or screenings 
performed. Demographics and outcomes, however, will continue to track all persons screened by RMHC. 

~ Pwc:Miaf T ..... 
ShhtiY SlntaOY "Nk:ltl.-- Y..,3T.,..U 5enlces"- ..... Y..,3Tomls' Y..,3 Slla:Bs ....... PrlcwY-ts) Y .. 3 T..- bdRg 

375 traineeslvr (40-hr) 268 (40·1v) 275 (40-hr) 73"llo • 10. Crisis Jntervenbon Team 1,000 tTainees/'(f' ( 1-ciay) N/A 
265 (1-day) 626 (1-dey) (Adjusted) 

Tr-.ining 142 
(NOT unduplit:ated) J 63% • Mjlld to cOUIIt-~ (Train the Trainer) (.Adjusted) 

1Gb AdultCriaisDivetsion 3 3,000 adult$/'(f' N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

11• Jncruse Jail ~ison 200 dients/yr 8 187 195 ~ .. capacity 

Ub MH Court Expansion us c:lientslvr (9 rn> •• 3 
28 newly 

31 opt-ins 
. 

27'!1t • opted in 

J;ail Re-Entry Capacity 3oo dientsl'ff' (3 rn> 74 186 260 104% .. lncre- AdJIISI to 250 dteMs/yr (2.5 FTe) (Adjusted) 
u. 

545 
CCAP EdUCiltion Clilsses 600 ciNwU/vr 32 513 

(NOT unduplicilted) ' 
91'11. • 

U.b 
Hospital Re..£ntry 350-SOO dients/yr 4 begM 

26 26 90'IIt .. Respite &ads AdJ ... to 29 d6eMs per_.... in 9/2011 (Adjusted) 

Uc P!S Link to 
75 -100 dierU/vr 37 74 111 148"llo .. COf'nmunity servirca 

Ud eehevior Modification 
100 cl~yr 17 114 131 131% • forCCAP 

15a Adult OnJg C4urt fxpansion 250 dienQ/yr 4 108 205 313 12S'!It .. 
40 rent~~! subsidieslvr • 52teNilt5 .. 

16e New Housing and Rental Tenants in 25 capit1111v·funded beds 57 26 (rental subsidielo) 130% 
Subsidies without MIOO·funded ~ M<Vicu 31t- 124'!1t • thraugh StrMagy 3il (e<*waod) 

17• Crisis lntervention/MH P;artnenhip l N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

17b s.te Hotlling • Child Prooltit~ 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1 Unduplicated counts per stnrtegy of those receiving lit least one lei'Vice during 111porting period, unless otherwi8e indicated. 
l Train the Tn~iner courses focused on: Youth, 9-1·1 Dispatch, Corrections, and MH Fil"'t Aid and n~nged from 12 to 40 hours QCh. 

Adjusted count • It of attendees X days or week. Those attending multiple U.inings counted 1n001 than once. 
J This strategy was not implemented or data were not ready or available for ltMiysis within the reporting period. 
4 Woricing targets from Proposed MIOO Evaluation Plan Matrix Revisions transmitted to Council on October 1, 2010. 

' MM!y clients hike both Gf:O/LSW classes and OV prevention classes - credit is given to eech sub-w.tegy ~ely. 

• r:rror in previously reported f'TI: count has been corred:ed. Pt:rfonna~ measurement now based on number of opt· ins, not number of refetral~sc:reens. 

k··v tt) l.trq ·· t ...,l lf ., · . ~. ~.,tiiiCJ ...,yndl,ir'. 

• Percentage of ilflOUal target 
is higher than 85% .. Percentage of annual target 

is 65% to 85% 

• Percentage of annual target 
is less than 6S% 
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1 0 a Crisis Intervention Team Training 
for First Responders 

In 2010, King County MHCADSD in partnership 
with the King County Sheriff's Office contracted 
with the Washington State Criminal Justice 
Training Commission (WSCJTC) to provide Crisis 
Intervention Team (CIT) training for first 
responders throughout the county. The CIT 
courses provide intensive training to law 
enforcement and other first responders, teaching 
them to effectively assist and respond to people 
with mental illness or substance use disorders and 
better equipping them to help Individuals access 
the most appropriate and least restrictive services 
while preserving public safety. 

Between October 2010 and September 2011, CIT 
education was provided to 533 partldpants, either 
through 40-hour trainings or eight-hour In-service 
trainings. In addition, the WSCJTC was able to 
provide Train the Trainer classes on Mental Health 
First Aid, aT for 
Corrections and 
Dispatch, and 
CIT-Youth. This 
year also marked 
the first annual 
CIT Regional 
Training 
Conference, a 
three day event 
intended to bring together professionals and 
advocates In the community to address a variety 
of topics related to crisis intervention and 
responding to individuals in mental health and/or 
substance use crises. A total of 62 individuals 
attended the Inaugural regional conference. 

2011 Exemplary Service Awlll'd Recipient 
for Service Innovation 

After attending CIT training, Oeputy Winters of the 
Metro Transit Police, a unit of the King County Sheriff's 
omce, did not just file his dass notes In a desk 
drawer. Instead he took hiS newly found knowledge 
onto the streets and Immediately put what he had 
learned Into practice. While serving as a role model to 
other offlc:ers, he 
became a champion 
of the CIT training 
programs, 
encouraging others 
In law enforcement 
to take advantage 
of this excellent 
resource which the 
MIDD makes 
available at no cost 
to participants. 

Deputy Joseph R. Winters, center, with WSCJTC CIT trainers 
Usbeth Eddy and Sergeant Don Gulla. 
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1 Ob Adult Crisis Diversion Center, 
Respite Beds, and Mobile 
Behavioral H .. lth Crisis T .. m 

The Adult Crisis Diversion strategy consists of 
three linked programs: 

1. A Crisis Diversion Fadlity (CDF) where pollee 
and other first responders may refer adults In 
crisis for short-term stabilization, oisis 
intervention and referral to appropriate 
community-based services 

2. A Crisis Diversion Interim Services Facility 
(CDIS) which will serve as a place where 
people leaving the CDF who are homeless, or 
who need additional supports to return to 
their current living arrangement, may receive 
up to two weeks of further stabilization and 
linkage to housing and services 

3 . A Mobile Crisis Team (MCT) that will respond 
to pollee and other tlrst responder requests 
for on-site evaluation and crisis resolution, as 
well as linkage to the CDF. 

These programs await the disposition of the legal 
challenge to the City of Seattle's land-use 
designation for the selected site following a court 
hearing on September 30, 2011. Despite the 
delay in implementation, much was accomplished 
In regard to community relationship·bulldlng and 
program clarification this past year. The progress 
was in large part due to the formation of an 
advisory committee, a group consisting of 
neighborhood residents and stakeholders, who 
spent 20 hours over seven months writing a 
Good Neighbor Agreement with the Downtown 
Emergency Service Center (DESC), the provider 
selected for all three programs of the crisis 
diversion strategy. 

Additionally, a pilot MCT program was 
implemented in the fall of 2011 to respond to 
calls for assistance from three law enforcement 
agendes and one fire department. This pilot will 
inform county-wide implementation practices and 
will help establish collaborative working 
relationships between the MCT and first 
responders. 

On January 24, 2012, Superior Court Judge 
Susan Craighead issued her ruling on the Land 
Use Petition Act (LUPA) challenge by Jackson 
Place Alliance for Equity regarding the City of 
Seattle issuing a building permit for a crisis 
diversion facility to be operated by DESC at 1600 
S. Lane, Seattle. Judge Craighead dismissed all 
the arguments presented by the Jackson Place 
Alliance and denied the LUPA challenge. The King 
County Department of Community and Human 
Services is currently working on next steps. 
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11 a Increase Jail Liai.on Capacity 

Strategy ua provides funding to offer liaison 
services to adjudicated Individuals ordered to the 
King County Work and Education Release (WER) 
program. The jail liaison's job involves directly 
connecting adult offenders with community 
services with the goal of reducing jail recidivism. 

Of the 268 WER liaison clients who were eligible 
for outcomes measurement in this reporting 
period, 200 (75%) had at least one jail booking In 
either the year before they began liaison services 
or In the year that followed, not counting the jail 
episode that remanded them to WER. Of the 200 
with jail activity as mentioned above, 120 
individuals (60%) decreased their jail bookings 
over time and 108 (54%) decreased their jail 
days. Longer term recidivism outcomes will be 
available in the Afth Annual Report. 

12a-1 Jail Re-Entry Program 
Capacity Increase 

The Re-Entry case Management Services (RCMS) 
program provides short term case management to 
jailed individuals with mental health and/or 
substance abuse problems who are dose to release 
and In need of assistance to reintegrate into their 
communities. The long tenn goal of this strategy, 
like Strategy Ua, Is reducing reddivism. Early 
outcome results are encouraging. For the 185 
people eligible for longer term outcomes, jail days 
were reduced by 28 percent between the pre-MIDD 
and second year post periods. 

Under MIDD expansion, more Inmates in south 
King County were able to get help from the two 
case managers funded for the entire year and one 
other for half of the year. Overall capadty will be 
slightly reduced, however, due to cuts in state 
funding which previously funded the core program. 

11 b Increase Services for New or !xlating Mental Health Court Programa 

King County District Court's Regional Mental Health Court (RMHC) was expanded with MIDD funds to 
allow any city to refer any defendant with a misdemeanor offense for possible acceptance by the RMHC. 
Between October 1, 2010 and September 30, 2011, 156 unique individuals were referred on 175 
different charges by 25 (of 38 possible) munldpalities. Of those referred, 128 court candidates were 
screened for clinical diagnostic eligibility. Altogether, 28 people "opted in" to the court which is staffed by 
nine MIDD-funded personnel including attorneys, support staff, a social worker, and probation officers. 

In August 2011, county leaders united in support of creating a new Veterans Treatment Court. The MIDD 
Oversight Committee reviewed a proposal to expand the RMHC court calendar to pilot a track dedicated 
to redudng incarceration for veterans suffering from war-related trauma. On September 12, 2012, the 
King County Coundl unanimously adopted an ordinance establishing the pilot project for one year. 
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Distribution of Gender t Age Group for 
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12a-2 Education Clusa at 
Community Center for 
Alternative Programs (CCAP) 

By providing education and skill-building 
opportunities to Individuals serving time at CCAP 
under court-ordered alternative sentencing, the 
MIDD endeavors to prevent or reduce further 
criminal justice system Involvement among 
participants. Class offerings under Strategy 12a-2 
Include job preparation, general education, and 
domestic violence prevention. In the last year, 
258 individuals took either life Skills to Work 
(LSW) or General Education Development (GED) 
courses, while 287 CCAP participants attended at 
least one dass about breaking the cycle of 
domestic violence (DV). Sixty-seven people were 
enrolled In both GED and DV dasses. The number 
of people starting each class type per quarter Is 
shown below. 

CCAP lcluCIItlon Cia• EnroiiiMnt by Qu•rter 

40 +-------~----~-------r----~ 
Q+-2010 Ql-2011 Q2- 2011 Q3-2011 

12 b Hospital Re-Entry Raplte 
Beds (Recuperative care) 

The Medical Respite Center (MRC) at Jefferson 
Terrace Is a collaborative effort to expand 
recuperation services for homeless individuals who 
need a safe place to heal following illness or 
Injury. The center is a program of Public Health
Seattle & King County Health care for the 
Homeless Network operated under a contract with 
Harborview Medical Center's Pioneer Square Clinic. 
Along with the MIDD, the following funders made 
the MRC possible: 

• American Recovery & 
Reinvestment Act 

• Harborvlew Medical Center 
• University of Washington 

Medical Center 
• Virginia Mason Medical 

Center 

+ HUD & HRSA grants 
• Swedish Health Services 
• Evergreen Healthcare 
• St. Francis Hospital 
• United Way of King 

County 
• Valley Medical Center 

With daily costs estimated at $200 per patient 
rather than $1,500 for Inpatient hospital care, 
diversions from area hospitals to the MRC should 
net substantial savings. After opening In 
September 2011, the center quickly filled 26 rA 
the 34 new beds available. 

12c Increase Harborvlew's Psychiatric 
Emergency Services 
capacity to Unk Individuals to 
Community-Based Services upon 
Dl•charge from Emergency Room• 
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The High Utilizer Case Management Program at 
Harborvlew Medical Center began serving clients 
In November 2008 after receiving MIDD backing. 
Intensive case managers employ assertive 
techniques to reach primarily homeless Individuals 
who have previously proven unreceptive to 
engaging in systems of care. By providing 
respectful and compassionate connections to 
services when people are in crisis, the social 
workers have been able to develop therapeutic 
relationships in unlikely places-under freeways, 
in fast food restaurants, and In parks. Outreach to 
those who have used the emergency department 
(ED) more than four times in a six month period is 
a top priority, although the majority served 
typically have 10 or more ED visits. 

The program has access to hospital use outcomes 
from completed treatment episodes that indicate 
consistent reductions In ED utilization over time. 
Results of the jail and psychiatric hospitalization 
outcomes conducted by the MIDD Evaluation 
Team have also been encouraging. Jail bookings 
and days declined for over half of those eligible for 
analysis after one year (N=142), and 60 percent 
of those with any psychiatric hospital use (N=27) 
had decreased their usage by the end of the 
second year following their MIDD start. 

During MIDD Year Three, 23 women and 70 men 
exited from Strategy 12c services. For females 
under the age of 45 {N=ll), the average number 
of days on the active caseload was 127 days, or 
38 more than for males of simUar age (N=32). For 
individuals 45 and older, males stayed In services 
longer than females (average of 134 days vs. 89). 

D.,sln Slnt.gy 1:tc by~· •nd Gender 

D 
llliltxllln•nl Average IMatxil!n .. nl 

<45 Years of Age 45+ Years of Age 
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12d Behavior Modification Claues for 
CCAP Clients 

Moral Reconatlon Therapy (MRT) classes are 
available through Strategy 12d to qualified 
candidates serving their court-ordered time at 
Community Center for Alternative Programs 
(CCAP). Delivered by a local mental health 
agency, MRT seeks to Instill appropriate goals, 
motivation, and values by increasing moral 
reasoning. Structured group exercises and 
homework 
assignments 
are used to 
promote 
growth of a 
productive 
identity and 
facilitate 
development 
to higher 
stages of 
moral 

, fl 

reasoning. Participants meet in groups weekly for 
three to six months. 

In the current reporting period, 131 people 
participated In CCAP behavior modification classes, 
up from 79 participants in the previous year. 
Several legal factors Impacted their program 
completion, however, including termination of 
court orders that ended CCAP participation before 
MRT services could be finished. Of the 131 served, 
91 (69%) were also involved in other strategies. 
The top five strategies overlapping with Strategy 
12d, presented in descending rank order of 
number of MRT students, are shown in the table 
below. Note that multiple overlaps were possible; 
one individual was seen in six different strategies. 

12a-2b CCAP Education Classes: GEO/LSW 44 
12a-2a CCAP Education Oasses: DV 30 

ita Increase Jai uaison Capadty 22 
15a Adult Drug Court 11 
lb Outreach t\ Engagement 6 

Strategy 12d had the highest percentage of 
outcome eligible Individuals with any jail use (at 
89 percent), excluding the booking associated 
with their start of MIDO services. Comparing their 
number of bookings in the year after starting MRT 
with their pre-MIDD bookings, however, over 60 
percent had posted decreases. Despite a one-year 
rise In aggregate jail days of 15 percent for this 
group, their one-year reduction in aggregate jail 
bookings was 41 percent. Full reporting on all 
strategy-level outcomes begins on Page 31. 

15 a Adult Drug Court Expansion 
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King County Judicial Administration's Adult Drug 
Court (AOC) continues to offer supplemental 
services with MIDD funding, including life skills 
classes for clients with learning disabilities (called 
CHOICES), wraparound services for transition 
aged youth, and housing case management. The 
graphic below shows the unduplicated number of 
people using each expanded program during 
MIDD's third year. · 

ADC Expllnelon Prognn? Participation 

YoungA.wt 
wra~round 

0 100 :zoo 300 
......_.of Ul'lllupiiQted Pa~ 

Altogether, ADC participants attended 3,710 
CHOICES classes, or an average of 30 per person. 
Wraparound delivered 566 total direct service 
hours to Individuals aged 18 to 24 years, or about 
16 hours each. The average for hours of housing 
case management services In direct contact with 
individual clients was 3.16, although the housing 
case managers spend a great deal of time in 
indirect service and program development as 
evidenced in the narrative report summary below. 
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16a New Housing Units and Rental 
Subsldl• 

By providing a spectrum of housing alternatives 
for those coping with mental illness or chemical 
addiction, the MIDD seeks to reduce recidivism 
and divert individuals away from costly psychiatric 
hospitalizations. capital funding investments made 
In 2008, to make more housing available for this 
vulnerable population, continue to pay dividends 
as more housing units become available as each 
funded construction project is completed. 

Between 2010 and 2011, the capacity to house 
MIDD clients was expanded from 398 to 445 (a 12 
percent increase) in housing that offers support 
services under Strategy 3a, with another 73 units 
or voucher opportunities opening early in MIDD 
Year Four. The majority of physical units available 
now were created with the help of sales tax 
monies collected early in 2008. 

The MIDD evaluation tracks most Strategy 16a 
participants under Strategy 3a, but follows about 
40 individuals receiving rental subsidies as well. 
Strategy 16a also tracks tenants in 25 units at 
Brierwood, a housing project serving mentally ill 
clients that was capitally funded with MIDD 
dollars, but receives no support service funds. 
Only 29 of the 80 outcome eligible tenants in this 
strategy had any jail use, but that jail use group 
posted a 32 percent reduction in aggregate jail 
days (from 1,289 to 877) after only one year of 
receiving rental subsidies or living at Brierwood. 

17a Crisis Intervention Team/Mental 
Health Partnership Pilot 

In 2010, the City of Seattle secured a grant from 
the Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance to 
implement this pilot and hire a mental health 
professional (MHP) to assist police responding to 
behavioral crises. There are currently no MIDD 
funds encumbered by Strategy 17a, but updates 
are made available as the program grew out of 
MIDD strategy planning. 

Early qualitative outcomes have shown that the 
MHP has been able to help resolve ongoing 
problems frequently seen by patrol officers on the 
streets. By using de-escalation techniques when 
called onto scenes Involving persons with mental 
illness, the MHP has been able to increase the 
intervention options available to Seattle Pollee 
Department's Crisis Intervention Response Team 
(CIRT), with whom he Is partnered. A key aspect 
of this pilot's success is the ability to conduct 
psychological assessments in the field without 
having to wait for an appointment elsewhere. 

The MIDD Evaluation Team is unable to track 
individuals served by the CIRT at this time. 
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17b Safe Housing and Treatment for 
Children In Prostitution Pilot 

In 2010, the MIDD contributed $100,000 under 
Strategy 17b to help provide mental health and 
substance abuse treatment services for children 
and youth placed In safe housing after their 
Involvement In prostitution. Updates on this 
strategy are provided by the Oty of Seattle 
Human Services Department. 

Youthcare operates a continuum of services to 
address the needs of the population targeted by 
this MIDD strategy. The Bridge, the residential 
recovery housing project, has been open for 
almost two years now. A total of twenty-seven 
youth have been served, with a capacity to serve 
six at a time. Seventy-one youth have been 
referred to the entire continuum of services 
provided by YouthCare (shelt•, outreach, and 
linkages to other services). 

. . The Bridge program 
· model consists of 

comprehensive on
site treatment and 
pre-employment 
services provided 
within a structured, 
therapeutic milieu. 
Seattle Public 

supports a 
sp,ec:;•,a• classroom. 
Average length of 
stay at The Bridge 
Is just under four 
months, although 
many youth stay 
considerably longer. 
Program staff 
Indicate that they 
have been 

successful in engaging youth to remain in 
residence for sufficient time to involve them in 
treatment and school. In 2011, the program 
added a consulting psychiatrist at 12 hours per 
month. 

Training and consultation in the application of 
Trauma Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy has 
been provided by Harborview's Sexual Assault 
Center to Youthcare staff. In addition, YouthCare 
staff have provided numerous trainings for the 
treatment provider network about the needs of 
commercially sexually exploited children and 
youth (CSEC). A strong partnership based on a 
shared philosophy has developed between 
Youthcare, the Seattle Pollee Department Victims 
Unit, the King County Prosecutor's Office, and 
juvenile detention. 
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MIDD Demographic Information 
Basic demographic information was available for 19,870 undupllcated* individuals who received at least 
one MIDD-funded service between October 1, 2010 and September 30, 2011. Partial data were available 
for an additional 1,896 individuals served by Strategy 4c (SChool-Based MH & SA Services) and 8,938 
who received suicide prevention training through Strategy 4d. Age group, gender, race and geographic 
distribution are reported here for a grand total of 30,704 people. Individuals served under multiple MIDD 
strategies have their most reliable demographic infonnation shown here. Note that some demographic 
elements such as homeless status, disabilities, and military service are not universally available due to 
the variety of sources from which these data are drawn. 

Unduplicated Gender by Age Group for Adults Receiving MIDD Services 
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Gender by School Age Grouping for Youth 
Receiving MIDD Services 
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Overall Gender Distribution 

*NOTI!: Individuals with duplicate demographics over 26 different strategies and three data sources are counted only once here. 
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Distribution of Primary Race and Hispanic Origin 

The chart at below on the left shows the number of people and percent of the total for each race 
grouping listed in the table below. Hispanic origin Is a separate data element, gathered Independent ot 
race. A total of 3,483 people, or 11 percent of the entire sample, said they were Hispanic. 

When comparing the MIDD race distribution to estimates of King County as a whole (table below right), 
those who identify as African American or Black appear to be served at a higher rate, while the Asian and 

875 

Padflc Islander group has a lower than 
expected rate. The MIOD "'Other/Unknown" 
category likely accounts the lower rate of 
Caucasians found In the MIDD sample. 

11100 

Primary Languag• of MIDD Ol•nts and Interpretation Serjv1cn 
Language information was available for 17,517 MIDD participants, the majority of whom (85%) listed 
their primary language as English. Forty-seven other languages contributed toward the remaining 15 
percent, including American Sign Language. The top three non-English languages spoken by those 
receiving MIDD services were: Spanish (1,259 cases), Vietnamese (305 cases), and Russian (179 cases). 

Looking only at Strategy 1a-1 (MH Treatment), 889 of the 3,090 unduplicated service redpients in this 
reporting period, or 29 percent, were in need of language interpretation services. Almost all of these 
people (733, or 82%) were served by two provider agencies, Consejo Counseling & Referral Service and 
Asian Counseling & Referral Service (ACRS). These providers specialize in delivering culturally-specific 
mental health services and have staff fluent In non-English languages. 
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Highest Level of Education 

Grade level information was collected for 
5,759 people receiving MIDD services. For 
adults aged 18 to 24, only 39 percent had a 
high school education or higher, compared 
to 71 percent of those aged 25 and older 
(Chi-squarez283.45, p=.OOO). Over 33 
percent of those with grade level data had 
some college or had earned college degrees. 

Some MIDD strategies track Immigration 
status by asking clients If they were bom 
with U.S. dtlzenship or not. In 578 of 4,801 
cases (12%), individuals were not born in 
the u.s. and had moved to this country as 
Immigrants or refugees. The strategy 
serving the highest proportion of the MIOD 
immigrant population was 13a (Domestic 
Violence & MH Services) at 42 percent. 
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Geographic Distribution of 30,704 Individuals Receiving MID[) Services 
during the Third Year of Implementation 

Percentav• do not equal 100 percent due to rounding. 

Homeless Status On MIDD Start Date and Number of Homeless by King County Region 

* NOTI!: Homeleu data aN not 
available for StntegiH 4c and 4d. 

Twenty percent of thOH ...-ved in MIDD •trategl• coUectlng 
homel- data were without .table hou.ing. Six of every ten 
homel- MIDD dlenb IIRed • Seattle aru zip code. 

South 

• Not Homeless East 

•Homeless 
North 

•Unknown 

Seattle 

ZJp COdes outside King County 

Jnvald or Ur*nown Zip COdes 

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 

Number of MIDD Client. with Zip Code Data 
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Documentation of DlsabllltiH Among ThOR Served by th~ MIDD 
The MIDD served at least 4,590 individuals with disabilities in this reporting period, including 1,376 with 
multiple disabilities. Where a type of disability was known, the most commonly coded was "other" which 
includes psychiatric disabilities. Medical or physical disabilities were coded for nearly one In three cases. 

Type of Disabll1ty 

Seltsery/ 

127 
l!Mt 

Employment at Start of MIDD-Funded MH Benefit and Changes in Employment Status 

Historically, analysis of employment data has been hampered by incomplete information. In October 
2011, new requirements were adopted to encourage submission of data that will more reliably show 
changes In employment status over time. The graphic below lett shows the employment status of 3,090 
Individuals when they enrolled In MH benefits under Strategy la-1 (MH Treatment). 

9CNI +------ o.s~ 

80IMI +-----

104M! +-----

S04't\ +------

""" +-----

3(K'b +-------1 

lOCMt +------1 
• Not In Work Force 

lCMI. +-------' 

04MI -'------
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Net lob Gains rTime 
For Strategy !Sa (Adult Drug Court Expansion), 
employment data were available at two points In 
time for 210 partldpants who exited the program 
during MIDD Year Three. Changes In their 
employment status between program start and 
exit are illustrated below: 

At the start of Adult Drug Court services, 17 of 
210 people (8%) were employed In either part 
time or full time jobs. Over time, 55 people 
changed their employment status. The net gain 
between program start and exit for this sample 
was another 17 jobs for a total of 34 part time or 
full time jobs, or 16 percent of all those exiting. 
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Strategy-Level Outcome Findings 
A total of 25,205 records (one per person per strategy) are now eligible for outcomes measurement as 
shown in Exhibit 2 on Page 42, MIDD Outcomes Tracking. Those who began MIDD services prior to 
October 1, 2009 in the following strategies: la-1, 1a-2a, 1a-2b, ld, lh, 2b, 12c, 15a, and 16a have now 
been tracked long enough to examine their outcomes for a second post period. Similarly, two years 
worth of "after MIDD start" information is now available for individuals who entered services between 
January 1, 2009 and June 30, 2009 in these strategies: lc (Harborview), 1g, 3a, 8a, 9a, lla, and 12a-1. 

The addition of cohorts with service starts prior to October 1, 2010 in all aforementioned strategies, plus 
the first cohort for the following strategies: lb, 1c (South County), Sa, Ga, 12a-2, an<! 12d has further 
increased the outcomes-eligible sample size for the first post period. The combination of a continually 
growing sample and improved matching capabilities has boosted analysis possibilities beyond those first 
reported in the MIDD Third Annual Report. These more robust, strategy-level outcomes, with a primary 
focus on jail and psychiatric hospital utilization, are presented over the next several pages of this report. 

How Many MIDD Service Recipients Had Jail Booklnga In the Ana~sls Period? 

Excluding strategies lg, lh, and 2a (where jail use was not identified as a relevant outcome), about 35 
percent of those In the current analysis sample were characterized by at least one jail booking in either 
the year leading up to their MIDD " start"* (Pre Period) or during the year after that starting point (First 
Post Period). This Is higher than the 25 percent figure reported for a much smaller sample in the initial 
jail findings published in the MIDD Third Annual Report. As shown in the grid below, the percentage of 
individuals with any recent jail use varied widely by strategy from a low of 16 percent for those receiving 
MIDD-funded mental health treatment to a high of 89 percent for those enrolled in behavior modification 
classes at the Community Center for Alternative Programs (CCAP). The recent inclusion of additional 
strategies offering criminal justice interventions and additional participants in those types of programs 
accounts for the higher overall rate of jail use by MIDD participants. This more diverse sample also 
accounts for lower overall first year post reductions in average jail bookings and days (down from about 
23 percent for both bookings and days initially, to 19 percent for bookings and seven percent for days). 

*See the bottom of Page 32 for more information about how jail bookings and days ate counted. 

Overall Jail Use by Individuals in Various MIOO Strdtegies 

Strategy 
Toblln Individuals Percent 

strategy Nklmame Analysis with Any with Any Jail 
Nu ..... 

Sample Jell Use USe 

la-1 MH Treatment 3,627 576 16% 
la-2a co Treatment - Outpatient 4,697 1, 712 36% 
1a-2b co Treabnent- Opiate Substitution 1,199 351 29% 

lb Outreach a Engagement 1,733 594 34% 
1<: SA Emergency Room Intervention 4,318 1,301 30% 

ld MH Crisis Next Day Appts 1,750 486 28% 

3a Supportive HouKl9 172 69 40% 
sa Juvenile .Justice Youth Assessments 299 246 82% 

6a Wrapai"OU'Id 236 74 31% 
8B Famiy Treatment Court Expansion 52 24 46% 
9a Juvenile Drug Court Expansion 62 40 65% 

11a Increase Jai liaison Capacity 268 200 75% 

lla- 1 Jail Re-Entry capacity Increase 425 371 87% 
lla-la CCAP Education dasses: GEO/LSW 215 152 71% 
lla-lb CCAP education Classes: Dv 268 186 69% 

llc PES t...nk to Community Services 221 142 64% 
lld Behavior Modification for CCAP 92 82 89% 
15a AdUt Drug Court Expansion 256 214 84~ 

16a New Housing and Rental Subsidies 80 29 36% 

TOTAL 19 970 6849 34~ 

31 
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What Sources of Information Are Used to Determine Jail Utilization? 

A total of 19,970 records for persons served in MIDD strategies which intend to reduce jail usage were 
analyzed in this reporting period. Nearly 7,000 of these records were linked to at least one jail booking 
during a time frame of interest. Patterns and trends in jail utilization for the MIDD population are based 
on the number of cases where matches could be found within criminal justice data sources. For the 
current* analysis, jail utilization is defined by bookings into any of the following: 

• King County's Norm Maleng Regional Justice Center in Kent, WA 
• King County Jail, Seattle Division 
• Juvenile Detention Center in Seattle, WA 
• Jails In these municipalities: Auburn, Enumclaw, Kent, Kirkland, Issaquah, and Renton . 

* NOTE: Efforts are underway to secure data from the South Correctional Entity Multijurisdlctlonal Misdemeanant Jail (SCORE), 
whiCh opened in September 2011. This new facility is a cooperative effort by the cities of: Auburn, Burien, Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Renton, SeaTac, and Tukwila. 

Do Different Strategies Show Similar Jail Use Trends? 

Trends in jail bookings and days are presented by strategy in the graphs below. Looking only at 
individuals who had jail contacts in the year prior to their MIDD benefit start and/or during their first year 
of services, the percentage of individuals who demonstrated decreased jail utilization Is contrasted 
against those with no change over time, and those who actually increased their jail use. Almost all 
strategies showed evidence of decreased jail utilization in the short term, but inclusion of criminal justice 
initiatives and therapeutic court strategies that often assign jail time as part of their plan of treatment 
does impact these findings, especially in the first year of service delivery. Complete strategy names 
corresponding with the strategy numbers and " nicknames" listed below can be found on Page 5. 

•~creiSe Strategy Samples Ch,mge m Jail Bookings 

•No Chance 2'"' ~ 60% 110% ~~ 

l•lncreiSe la-l"MH Treetrnent'" ~N=576) jiiiliiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii·iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
la-2• ·co Treatment - OP" ~N=1,712) 

t.·2b "CO Treetrnent • osr (N=351) 

lb "Outruch/En.-.ement'" (N=594) 

lc "SA Emerpncy Room" (N=1,301) 

ld "MH Crisis Next Dlry Appls" (M=486) 

3a"Supportive HouSlnl" (N=69) 

Sa "Juvenile Justice Assessments" ~N=246) 

S."Wr..,.,ound" (N=74) 

aa "family Tre-nt Court" (N=24) l---+-~~-.... --+----1 
91 "Juvenile Dru1 Court"~N=40) 

Ua" Jail Liaison Capacity" (N=200) 

12a-l "Jail Re-Entry Capacity" (N=371) 

12a-2a "GfD/LSW Education" (N=l52) 

12a-2b"Domestic VIOlence EduclltiOn" (N=186) )--+-~--+--.... -...-( 
12c "PfS Link to Community Svc~· (N=142) ~============ 12d "Behavior Modificllllon Cltsses" (N=82) J-

15a"Adult Dru1Court" ~N=214) 1--+-~--+--.... -..-11( 
16li"Rent.l Sub51dles" {N= 29) 

'"' 
la-l~Na576) 

1a-2a{N=1,712) 

1a-2b(Na351) 

lb(N=594) 

lc (N=1.301) 

1d)N=486) 

3ellt= 69) 

5a(N=246) 

S.~Na74) 

··~Nz24) 

9a~ft: 40) 

lla~N ><200) 

121-1 ~N = 371) 
12a-2;a~Nzl52) 

12a-2b(Na116) 

12c (Nz142) 

12d(N:a2) 

15a~N=U4) 

16aiN=29) 

Several strategies (see grid at right), employ a new counting method that 
creates a buffer around "indexn bookings. When a person enters MIDD 
services as a result of a specific criminal justice contact, that particular jail 
episode (called the index booking) and its associated days* are excluded 
from both Pre Period and First Post Period counts to prevent bias in either 
time period. For records with the buffer applied, the pre period includes all 
jail episodes in the year prior to the index booking. The first post period 
then begins on the day after release from the index event, rather than the 
actual MIDD start date (used for all other strategies). 

"' NOTE: Booking days provided by jail sources are used as a proxy for custodial jail days. 

32 
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How Do Aggregate Changes In lall utilization Vary Over nme by M~DD Strategy? 

Just as overall jail utilization varied widely by strategy, changes in the total number of individuals with 
jail use and the sum of their bookings/days also differed by strategy when comparing two time periods. 
For example, Strategy Sa (Family Treatment Court) had a 50 percent decline in the number of jail users, 
but Strategy 9a (Juvenile Drug Court) showed a 19 percent increase in the first post period, likely due to 
sanctions associated with treatment. The strategy with the greatest first year reducti~ns in jail bookings 
(-51%) and days (-54%) was Strategy 3a (Supportive Housing) as illustrated in the chart below. 

I'' • r c 1' Ill L II o1 ll q P for N L Jill! lt • r n I Ill d1 VI c11J, 1 1·. WI I 1J I. I II I J-. •' , I, til H •"' k Ill q•., .11 H1 L11l I l. \ y ., 

I r<Hll l'r•· f'••r 1nd to I 1r·.t I'•>·. I l'••nod l>y -..lro~l•''lY 

lndlvkhNils Incllviduals Percent Teal .Jail Tobil Jail Pttrceld Totai.JaH Total Jal Percat 
strategy with wltll Arst Claa~~ge In Booldllgs Bookings In Chugeln Days Days ill Change in 
N..a.er Pre Period Post Period N••ber Ill Pre RrstPost Jail ill Pre First Po5t Jail 

Jail Use JaR 051! Usl.g Jail Period Period BaoiEIIIgs Period Period Day§ 

la-1 464 356 -23~ 1,160 764 -34CMt 24 284 17,386 -2StMt 
1a- 2a 1416 1022 -2SCM. 3 057 2 216 -28CMI 57,126 45,109 -211Mt 
1a- 2b 259 237 -SCM. 568 495 -13CMI 11253 8 712 -23CMI 

lb 461 434 -61Mt 1,050 1,024 -2CMt 18,818 18,586 -tCMt 

tc 940 989 +5CMI 2 485 2 514 +lCMt 40,383 46,216 +14CMI 
ld 335 315 -6CMI 726 670 ·BCMt 18,853 13,627 ·28CMI 
3a 61 43 - 3QCM, 184 91 -51- 2,837 1,294 -S4CMI 

5a 226 197 -13CMI 703 611 -13- 8_,_226 12,270 +49CMt 
6a 52 57 +tOCMt 119 171 +44CMt 2,766 2 500 -lOCMt 
sa 22 11 - SOIMt 45 28 -38CMt 685 439 -361Mt 
9a 32 38 +19CMI 103 136 +321Mt 1,876 2,706 +44CMt 

lla 179 143 - 20CMI 531 338 -36CMI 8,326 . 9,361 +121M. 
12a-1 347 271 -22CMI 1,203 814 -32CMI 30,383 22,319 -271M. 

12a-la 139 111 -20CMt 379 233 - 39'Mt 7,566 7,612 +l'Mt 
12a-2b 158 148 · 6CMI 477 331 - 31CMI 6,382 10,024 +571Mt 

12C 115 100 -13CMI 375 314 - 16CMI 5,178 5,637 +94Mt 
12d 73 so -32CMt 160 94 -41CMt 2 967 3 423 +lSCMt 
15a 191 161 -16CMI 541 345 -36CMI 7 593 11801 +55CMI 
16a 22 12 -45CMI 47 35 -261Mt 1289 877 -32CMt 

TOTAL 5,492 4,695 -15CMI 13,913 11,224 -19CMI 256,791 239,899 -7CMI 

:· ~ : • • • • • ' • • ~ ::. • . J • ,• • • • .. !. ·~~~·~ .;.~. 

' . . 

After combining various strategies together using broad service categories, analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
testing was conducted to further delineate the relationship between partidpation in a given type of 
service and shorter term (one year versus two year) jail outcomes. The post hoc results of the 
statistically significant ANOVA test are shown in the table below. While the average change in jail days 
for those in the Housing category differed significantly from those in Liaison/Linkage, Outreach, 
Education, and Therapeutic Courts, it did not differ significantly from the average for people In MH or CD 
Treatment. Individuals in the Therapeutic Courts grouping had significantly different changes in average 
number of jail days than those in all other categories except Education (which targets criminal justice 
system-involved 
participants). All 
observed First Post 
Period increases in 
average jail days are 
expected to decline in 
the longer term. Initial 
results of the analyses 
for jail outcomes In 
the second post period 
are shown on Page 34. 
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What Happens to the Number of Days Spent in Jail During the Second Post Period? 

Strategies with more than 100 eligible participants with MIDD starts prior to October l, 2009, who had jail 
use in any of the following time periods: Pre (year prior to MIOD start or "index" booking), First Post (the 
year following their MIDD start or "index" days), or Second Post (the year after their MIDD anniversary) 
were included in an analysis sample to examine longer term jail outcomes. The overall sample included 
seven strategies and 2,654 unique records (one person per strategy). As shown in the graph below right, 
the average number of jail days was lowest in the second post period for all strategie$, even those that 
experienced an average increase in jail days between the pre and the first post period. 

When comparing change rates 
in the average number of jail 
days for three sets of time 
intervals (see below), five of 
the seven eligible strategies 
posted statistically significant 

Avenge Number of ~n DAys over Time per· Penon by Strategy 
0 ro ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m 80 

la-1 (N = 308) 

li1·2il (N = 1,1144) 

declines (p<.Ol) from the first ~~-2b (N = 271> 
post period to the second post 
period. Note that for Strategy 
la-1 (MH Treatment) most of 
the drop in jail days occurred 
during the pre to first post 
interval, but for Strategy 15a 
(Adult Drug Court) a rise in 

lc (N = 471) 

ld (N = 274) 

12a-1 (N = lBS) 

15il (N = 101) 

days from the pre to first post •Pr•...noo •First Post Period •Second Post Period was subsequently balanced out .__ __________________________ __, 

by the second post to a rate on par with Strategy la-1. 
Individuals provided jail re-entry lia ison services under 
Strategy 12a-1 decreased average jail use from 77 
days/year to 55 (graph) or -27.91 percent (table) . 

Percent Change in Avenge Jail Days for Eligible Sample 

How Do We Know Ch 
Are Not Due to Fa 
Analyses published In theM 

1• in Jail Use 
Outside MIDD? 

Progress Report looked at t impact of crtmlnal 
justice system changes on j II bookings and days 
from October 1, 2006 to Se ember 30, 2010. 
While there was an overall d crease in jail use by 
both MIDD and non-MIDD o nders during this 
time, the rates of yearly cha ge maxed out at 
-10.2 percent for bookings a d at -13.1 percent 
for days. These overall dedi es in average jail 
use, however, were general! outpaced by the 
decreases associated with M DO-only samples. 
While Impacts of forces bey d the MIDD cannot 
be ruled out, earty lndicato support a strong 
relationship between MIDD rticipatlon and 
longer-term reductions In jal utilization. 

' How Do Jail Days for MIDD v s . non-MIDD Samples with Two or M ore Bookmgs Compare? 

As reported in the MIDD Year Three Progress Report, a 
random "jail only" comparison sample was drawn to 
put MIDD jail use reductions into perspective. Since 
the MIDD sample had double the pre period jail use of 
its non-MIDD counterpart, the analysis was further 
restricted to those from each group with two or more 
bookings prior to the MIDD or in 2007 (for "jail 
only").The graphic published previously at right has 
been updated with information from a much larger 
MIDD sample of individuals with more than one jail 
booking. As the drop in jail days for the new sample 
was not as substantial as the initial analysis indicated, 
more research with larger groups of non-MIDD jail 
users will be conducted for future reports. 
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What Proportion of MIDD Participants Had WMtem State H~llzatlons? 

Seven strategies with outcome eligible participants 
(Na8,337) were included in an analysis of psychiatric 
hospital utilization. For more information about outcomes 
eligibility, please see Exhibit 2 on Page 42. A total of 954 
people (less than eight percent of this outcomes sample) 
had at least one stay at a community inpatient psychiatric 
facility in King County during the year leading up to their 
start in MIDD programming (Pre Period) and/or during 
their first year of services (First Post Period). Only 45 of 
these people were admitted (in either the pre or the first 
post period) to Western State Hospital (WSH), a 
psychiatric facility run by the state of Washington. The 
Venn diagram at right Illustrates that only a small portion 
of the MIDD sample was hospitalized at WSH during the 
study time period. The average number of community 
hospitalizations recorded across both the pre period and 
the first post period combined was five for those with WSH 
admissions (N .. 45), but only two for those without WSH admissions (N=909). 

45 
Hoaplt.llz.cl 

atWSH 

Altogether, 529 of the 954 people hospitalized in community inpatient settings for psychiatric care (55%) 
decreased the number of days they spent in the hospital between the pre and the first post period. 
During this time interval, the average number of days spent in the hospital was reduced from 16.06 days 
to 13.69 days, which was not statistically significant. 

For the 479 records eligible for a second post period* analysis, however, average drops in the number of 
days hospitalized were significant (from 14.81 days in the pre period to 6.63 days in ttle second post 
period, t=6.41, p:::o:.OOO}. A total of 252 individuals (53%) decreased their days, while only 113 (23.5%} 
increased their days. The net difference between the pre and the second post period for this sub-sample 
was a reduction of 3,915 total psychiatric hospital days. The remaining 114 individuals (23.5%) were 
hospitalized only during the first post period (with no Pre or Second Post Period hospitalizations). The 
reduction In days for this group of 114 people totaled 2,394 days (from First to Second Post Period). 

Average changes in the number of days people spent hospitalized, over the two time intervals analyzed, 
varied by MIDD strategy, as shown in the graph below. Note that Strategy 3a (Supportive Housing) was 
excluded as the N was only two. Average reductions over the pre period were evident for four of the five 
strategies by the second post period. For the strategies with 40 or more records, paired samples t-testing 
revealed that the 
differences between 
shorter term and 

Changes in Community Psychiatric Hospitalizations Over Time 

longer term hospital • Pre to First Post Period Average Change in Days 
-35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 

utilization were 
statistically 
significant (p= .Ol). 

As the samples for 
the other strategies 
continue to grow, 
the average changes 
in community 
psychiatric hospital 
days are expected to 
reach statistical 
significance as well. 

• Pre to second Post Period 

ld •MH Crisis NDAs• (N=174) 

lh •Older Adult5 Crisis Sires• (N=40) 

12c •pEs L.JNc to Community Sw:s" (N=27) 

10 15 

*The second post period examined the year following each eligible person's first MIDD anniversary. 
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Are Supported Employment Programs Helping MIDD Clients Find and Keep Jobs? 

Nine agencies are providing fidelity-based supported employment (SE) programs under Strategy 2b 
(Employment Services for Individuals with Mental Illness and Chemical Dependency). These programs 
are funded in part through the MIDD based on a "pay for outcomes" funding model in partnership with 
Washington State's Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR). In MIDD's third year, providers were 
reimbursed by either MIDD or DVR as their dients reached various milestones on their journeys to get 
and keep mainstream jobs paying competitive wages. 

Individuals enrolled in SE services prior to October 1, 2010 (N,..1,224) were eligible for outcomes 
measurement in the current evaluation period. In the year following their MIDD start .date, 209 enrollees 
(17%) had been placed in at least one competitive job for a total of 232 job placements. At least 119 
(51%) of these SE jobs were known to have been retained for 90 days or longer. The average time from 
MIDD start to first job placement was just over 200 days or about seven months. Job placement rates 

(number of job placements divided by total number enrolled in services) 
ranged from 13 percent to 28 percent per agency. The two agencies with 
the highest job placement rates were Downtown Emergency Service 
Center and Asian Counseling and Referral Service. 

Historical data show the rate for gaining employment during a mental 
health benefit period for those receiving publidy-funded treatment for 
psychiatric disorders has been less than three percent in King County. 

Are MIDD Programs Impacting Symptom Reduction? 
Mental health outpatient providers were required to start reporting 
symptom reduction measures for adults In Strategy 1a-1 (MH 
Treatment) In January 2010, and for children in April 2010. The first set 
of symptom data (collected at intake, six months, and one year) 
became available for analysis in February 2011. 

As reported in the MIDD Year Three Progress Report, the Problem 
Severity Summary (PSS) was used to measure the Incidence of adult 
mental illness symptomatology such as depression, anxiety and 
psychosis, as well as changes in those symptoms over time. Initial 
findings Indicated that of adults with severe/extreme anxiety (N•251) 
or depression {N•325) at baseline, 42 percent In each group improved 
(reduced symptoms) after one year In treatment or by exit. 

The Children's Functional Assessment Rating Scale (CFARS) is a 
clinician-rated tool used to assess 16 domains, lndudlng depression and 
anxiety. Ratings for each item can range from 1 (no problem) to 9 
{severe problem}. Baseline incidence of grouped scores for six domains 
of Interest are shown here for the first CFARS sample of 79 individuals, 
aged five to 22 years, who had two sets of scores taken one year apart. 
Groupings represent low to high clinical thresholds. 

BaMIIne Incidence of Scores for Select CFARS Domains 
0._.. 20~ 4~ 60~ 80~ lOOCMt 

Detwesslon liiiii~~;;;:;: .... ~ 
Allxlety t-... ~ 

Traum.tJc:Stress ·-··· 
lnt~al Relationships ........ 

Bellavlor at Home 

Bellavlor at SChool t-.... -·~ 

alto 2 

.,3to 4 

•sto 9 

Reductions in depression (67%), anxiety (61 %), traumatic stress 
(50%), and school behavior (65%} were found for those with baseline 
scores five or above. In other words, of the 31 children with initial 
depression scores between five and nine, 21 of them had reduced 
ratings of the severity of their symptoms after one year. 
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Has Sobering Center Use 
by MtDD Clients 

Gone Down Over Time 

The Dutch Shisler Sobering 
Center in downtown Seattle, 
WA provides a safe place for 
King County residents to sleep 
off the effects of alcohol or 
drugs when they have no other 
place to go. Sobering Center 
utilization was analyzed for 279 
MIDD clients with any use of 
the facility over a three-year 
period. Paired sample t-tests 
compared changes in the 
number of visits during three 
measurement periods: Pre to 
First Post, Pre to Second Post, 
and First to Second Post. The 
average number of visits for 
this sample during the pre 
period was 11.27, which did not 
differ significantly from the 
average number of visits in First 
Post (mean=7.95). By Second 
Post, utilization had dropped to 
an average of 6.80 visits, 
approaching significance 
(t=2.31, p=.02). For the subset 
of 46 people working with case 
managers. under Strategy 12c 
(PES Link to Community 
Services), the average 
reduction from 15.98 at Pre to 
5.85 at Second Post was 
significant (t~2.59, p• .Ol). 
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Recommendations for Plan Revisions 
Implementation, evaluation, and oversight of the MIDO sales tax fund is an ambitious undertaking 
requiring nexibility and occasional modification to plans as more information becomes available for 
analysis. The MIOD Evaluation Plan and evaluation matrices were developed In May 2008 by MHCADSD 
staff based on strategy· level implementation plans. In August 2010, updates for all evaluation matrices 
were published in the MIDD Year Two Progress Report and additional updates were included in the MIDD 
Third Annual Report in May 2011. For the current reporting period, proposed adjustments to performance 
targets (in red text} and evaluation matrix revisions are outlined below. 

ld 

le 

lf 

lh 

3a 

4c 

&a 

7b 

Sa 

lOa 

11b 

13a 

Strategy 
"Nickname" 

MH Crisis 
Next 

CO Professionals 
Training 

Parent Partners 
Family Assistance 

Older Adults Crisis 
& Service Unkage 

Supportive Housing 

School-Based 
MH & SA Services 

Wraparound 

Expand Youth 
Crisis Services 

Famity 
Treatment court 
Exp~n 

Crisis Intervention 
Te.am Training 

Domestic Vio&ence 
& MH services 

ChMge long- tenn 
outcome measures 

Targets to update annually 

Change long-tenn 
outcome meas~X&s 

450 enroled youtNyr 
Oarify the type of youth 

to be counted 

300 youttl/yr 
Add new 

Interventions/Objectives 

No more than 60 children at any 
given time and no more than 90 

children per year 
~nge long- term 

outcome measures 

180 trainees/yr ( 40-hr) 
300 trainaes/yr (1-day) 

150 trainees/yr in other err 
programs 

115 clients/yr (9 FTE) 
for Regional MH Court 
SO clients/yr ( 1 FTE) 

for Seattle Municipal MH court 
Add neW Tnl' ... rvoonl-.nnoc/ 
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Explanation for Proposed Revision 

count individuals engaged n wortdorce development 
l.acbVIItJes (trainings or technical CIS!Iistance), in addition to 

previously for reimbursement of costs 
professional certification of CO orofessiol~s.l 

IM4tasure reductions in the severity of MH and CO symptoms 
served using Global .Appraisal of Individual Needs 

tools. Remove measures reiant upon school data, 
not available for evaluation 

,...,,L.~IU of counting both enroled youth .and non- ei'Y'Oied 
in the families setVed, target wil be lowered to reflect 

the number of enrolled youth to be served. 

expansion of the Children's crisis OUtreach Response 
IS&n.oK:A System wil offer community-based outre<~ch and 
lstAibilization, including in-home behavioral speci<llist services 

90 days . Initial target is based on original 
lim!pletnerlta1tion plan. Previous matrix indicated "additional 

a specific number. l1le matrix wil also show 

have been revised to clarify the number of clients 
served by each of the courts participating in Strategy 

llb. The matrix wil show the addition of forensic peer 
... """""'services .and the pilot for a Veterans Track in the 

MH court, but wil not ~t• the runbers. 

IACII]US't:ea targets reftect a 20 percent reduction in the 
plan. 
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MIDD Financial Report 
Financial information provided over the next three pages is for calendar year 2011 (January 1 through 
December 31, 2011). The MIDD Fund spent approximately $30.5 million in strategy funding and 
approximately $13 million in MIDD supplantation. The MIDD sales tax is strongly influenced by changes 
in the economy, such that as consumer spending dedines, the MIDD Fund declines. Parts I and II show 
budgeted and actual spending by strategy. Also induded In the finandal report are summary revenues/ 
expenditures and detailed supplantation spending. 

Mental Illness and Drug Dependency Fund - P•rt I 

strategy 2011 Actual 

38 
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Mental llln•• and Drug Dependency Fund - Part II 

2011 Actual 

Mental Illness and Drug Dependency Fund Total Revenues and Expenditures 

Revised 
Adopted 

Budget 2011 

39 

2011 Actual 
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Mental Illness and Drug Dependency Fund - Supplanbtion 

strategy 

40 

Revised 
Adopted 

Budget 2011 
2011 AcbNII 
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.e-100 Provider Agencies by Strategy 
Exhibit 1 

41 
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IV 

strategy Nk~uii~Me 

MIDD Outcomes Tracking 
Exhibit 2 

111-1 NH T......- 988 liSe 855 726 
.. 1a-2a mT,....._- 790 2 032 573 1302 
; 1a-2b CD TreatMetlt- o.i&te SUit5tlbltion 142 705 60 292 
• ld IMH Crtsl5 Next Day ANts 495 403 441 411 
Ci 111 OWer .w.s Crisis • S.Vkle l.Wuloe 128 198 198 230 
• 2b E S.VIces MH am 438 198 238 250 
! llc PES Link to c-ltv 5erv1ces 32 55 72 62 
; 158 AIWt DnNI Court 93 32 74 57 ·-- -----••- ---•-- __ _. ____ . _ __ .._ ..... __ - -- -- --- - .. ·~ - - - , .-.- ---
" 1c-1• SA Elllel"geKy a-lntervelldon 1,392 1,180 984 
't 1g Older Adulb Prev..UO. MH a SA 1,107 1,220 930 
J ~ s-ttw. .-..... un '11 ..,. 

f 
! • 
... .. 
! 
Ci • ! • 
~Look-up •~ Miltdo lo outside ...una 
~=:-~-=.=come ....... urels epproprlllte fOI' tiNt strategy, •ltloough nat listed In the ev•luaUon matrtx 

1 
Most recont. ... _ beeoo ~.telf ......... Al'ategy-~ eartMtsl "'DO st•rt date, but duplicMe4 ...UV~ Hrved .crou strategies,....,... 

:Z ~teAl!- Ind-. Problem Severity S...nHtry (PSS), Cla!Wren'5 functiONI ~t a.tlag Scale (CFAAS), TARGO mile5tone dete, P.uent Healdl Quedlonnalre -
Depresll.lotl (PHQ-,), GeAen.llzed ~~*order (GAI)-7), e.-d othercoostomaed look .... ~"~ 

b South CouAty Ho .... - OH provider beg.,. Hrvlng dlulb on 5/1/2009 

~ 


